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OBEDIENT TO A HIGH COMMAND SHE SAT
ALL the world's possibihties m man
Are wanting as the tree warts mn 1ts seed'
Hrs past lives in hum, 1t drives his future's pace;
His present's acts fashion his commg fate
The unborn gods hude m hus house of LIfe
The daemons of the unknown overshadow his mmd
Castmg their dreams mto hve moulds of thought,
The moulds m which his mmd bmlds out its world.
His mmnd creates around hum 1ts universe
All that has been renews mn hmm 1ts birth,
All that can be 1s figured mn h1s soul. ..
Above us dwells a superconsc1ent god
Hidden m the mystery of his own light.
Around us is a vast of ignorance
Lit by the uncertain ray of human mmd,
Below us sleeps the Inconscent dark and mute.
But th1s 1s only Matter's first self-view,
A scale and senes m the Ignorance.
This 1s not all we are or all our world....
Our larger bemg sits behmd cryptic walls.
There are greatnesses hidden in our unseen parts
That wait the1r hour to step into life's front:
We feel an aid from deep mdwellmg Gods
One speaks w1thm, Light comes to us from above
Our soul from its mysterious chamber acts,
Its influence pressing on our heart and mmnd
Pushes them to exceed their mortal selves
It seeks for Good and Beauty and for God;
We see beyond self's walls our limitless self,
We gaze through our world's glass at half-seen vasts,
We hunt for the Truth behmd apparent thmgs.
Our mner Mmd dwells m a larger hght,
Its bnghtness looks at us through hidden doors;
Our members lummous grow and Wisdom's face
Appears m the doorway of the mystic ward
When she enters mto our house of outward sense,
Then we look up and see, above, her sun
A mighty lfe-self wIth 1ts inner powers
Supports the dwarfish modicum we call hfe,
It can graft upon our crawl two pmssant wmgs
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Our body's subtle self is throned withm
In its viewless palace of vendical dreams
That are bnght shadows of the thoughts of God
In the prone obscure begmnmgs of the race
The human grew mn the bowed apehke man.
He stood erect, a godlike form and force...
Aspmng he transcends his earthly self,
He stands mn the largeness of his soul new-born
Redeemed from encirclement by mortal things
And moves 1n a pure free spintual realm
As mn the rare breath of a stratosphere
A lost end of far Imes of drvmnuty,
He mounts by a frail thread to hs hugh source;
He reaches his fount ot immortality,
He calls the Godhead 1nto hs mortal life
All this the spmt concealed had done mn her
A poruon of the mighty Mother came
Into her as mto its own human part
Amid the cosmic workmgs of the Gods
It marked her the centre of a wide-drawn scheme.
Dreamed m the pass1on of her far-seemng spint
To mould humamty mto God's own shape
And lead this great bhnd strugghng world to hght
Or a new world discover or create.
Earth must transform herself and equal Heaven
Or Heaven descend mto earth's mortal state
But for such vast spmtual change to be,
Out of the mystic cavern mn man's heart
The heavenly Psyche must put off her vel
And step mto common nature's crowded rooms
And stand uncovered mn that nature's front
And rule its thoughts and fill the body and life.
Obedient to a hgh command she sat
Time, hfe and death were passmg mc1dents
Obstructing with their transient view her s1ght,
Her sight that must break through and hberate the god
Impnsoned mn the vis1onless mortal man
The mfenor nature born mto ignorance
Still took too large a place, 1t veiled her self
And must be pushed aside to find her soul

SRI AUROBINDO

(Savur, SABCL, Vol 29, pp 482-87)



MAN'S URGE TOWARDS SPIRITUALITY
IT MUST be observed that the appearance of human mmnd and body on the earth marks
a crucial step, a decisive change in the course and process of the evolution; 1t 1s not
merely a contmuat1on of the old Imes. Up till this advent of a developed thmnkmng
mind mn Matter evolution had been effected, not by the self-aware asp1rat10n, mten
t10n, will or seekmg of the livmg bemg, but subconsciously or sublmmmally by the
automatic operation of Nature. This was so because the evolution began from the
Inconsc1ence and the secret Consciousness had not emerged sufficiently from 1t to
operate through the self-aware partuc1patmng indrvdual wl! of 1ts lvmng creature. But
1n man the necessary change has been made.-the bemg has become awake and
aware of himself, there has been made mamfest m Mmd its will to develop, to grow
mn knowledge, to deepen the mner and widen the outer existence, to mcrease the c2pa
cities of the nature. Man has seen that there can be a higher status of consc10usness
than his own; the evolutionary oestrus 1s there mn h1s parts of mmd and life, the
asp1rat1on to exceed hmmself 1s delivered and articulate within hum he has become
consc10us of a soul, discovered the Self and Spmt In him, then, the subsututon of a
conscious for a subconscious evolutuon has become conceivable and practicable, and
1t may well be concluded that the aspiration, the urge, the persistent endeavour m him
1s a sure s1gn of Nature's will for a higher way to fulfilment, the emergence of a
greater status.

In the prev10us stages of the evolution Nature's first care and effort had to be
directed towards a change mn the physical organisation, for only so could there be a
change of consciousness; this was a necessity imposed by the msuffic1ency of the
force of consciousness already m formation to effect a change m the body. But 1n
man a reversal 1s poss1ble, mdeed mev1table; for 1t 1s through hs consciousness,
through its transmutation and no longer through a new bodily orgamsm as a first
mnstrumentaton that the evolution can and must be effected. In the mner reality of
things a change of consciousness was always the mayor fact, the evolution has always
had a spmtual significance and the physical change was only mstrumental; but this
relation was concealed by the first abnormal balance of the two factors, the body of
the external Inconscience outweighing and obscuring mn importance the spmtual
element, the consc10us bemg But once the balance has been nghted, 1t 1s no longer
the change of body that must precede the change of consciousness, the consc10usness
itself by its mutation will necessitate and operate whatever mutation 1s needed for the
body. It has to be noted that the human mmnd has already shown a capacity to aid
Nature m the evolution of new types of plant and ammal; 1t has created new forms of
1ts environment, developed by knowledge and discipline considerable changes m 1ts
own mentality. It 1s not an 1poss1b1luty that man should ad Nature consciously also
m lus own spmtual and physical evolution and transformation. The urge to 1t 1s
already there and partly effective, though still mcompletely understood and accepted
by the surface mentality, but one day 1t may understand, go deeper withm itself and
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discover the means, the secret energy, the mtended operation of the Consciousness-
Force wIthmn whch 1s the hidden realty of what we call Nature.

All these are conclusions that can be amved at even from the observation of the
outward phenomena of Nature's progression, her surface evolution of bemg and of
consciousness mn the phys1cal birth and the body. But there 1s the other, the 1nv1s1ble
factor, there 1s rebirth, the progress of the soul by ascent from grade to grade of the
evolving existence, and mn the grades to higher and hgher types of bod1ly and mental
Instrumentation. In thus progress1on the psychic entity 1s stll veiled, even m man the
consc10us mental bemg, by its mstruments, by mind and hfe and body; 1t 1s unable to
mamfest fully, held back from commg to the front where 1t can stand out as the
master of its nature, obhged to submit to a certamn determmnaton by the mstruments,
to a dommat1on of Purusha by Praknt1. But m man the psychic part of the personality
1s able to develop with a much greater rap1duty than mn the 1nfenor creation, and a
time can amve when the soul-entity 1s close to the pomt at whch 1t w1ll emerge from
behmd the veil mto the open and become the master of its mstrumentation m Nature.
But this will mean that the secret mdwellmg spmt, the Daemon, the Godhead w1thm
1s on the pomt of emergence, and, when 1t emerges, 1t can hardly be doubted that its
demand will be, as mdeed It already 1s m the Mmnd 1tself when 1t undergoes the mner
psychic mfluence, for a drvmner, a more spmtual existence In the nature of the earth
life where the Mmnd 1s an mstrument of the Ignorance, this can only be effected by a
change of consciousness, a transition from a foundation m Ignorance to a foundation
m Knowledge, from the mental to a supramental consciousness, a supramental mn
strumentation of Nature

. In umversal Mmd itself there are ranges above our mentality which are 1n
struments of the cosmic truth-cogmt10n, and mto these the mental bemg can surely
nse, for already 1t nses towards them mn supernormal condtons or receives from
them without yet knowmg or possessmg them mtmtions, spiritual mtimations, large
mfluxes of 1llummnat1on or spmtual capacity. All these ranges are conscious of what 1s
beyond them, and the highest of them 1s directly open to the Supermind, aware of the
Truth-Consciousness which exceeds 1t. Moreover, m the evolvmg bemg itself, those
greater powers of consc10usness are here, supporting Mmd-truth, underlymg its action
which screens them; this Supermmd and those Truth-powers uphold Nature by their
secret presence: even, truth of Mmd 1s their result, a d1mm1shed operation, a repre
sentat1on 1n partal figures It 1s, therefore, not only natural but seems mev1table that
these higher powers of Existence should man1fest here mn Mmnd as Mand 1tself has
mamfested m Life and Matter

Man's urge towards sp1rtualty 1s the 1nner drvmng of the spirit within him
towards emergence, the mns1stence of the Consciousness-Force of the bemg towards
the next step of its mamfestat10n. It 1s true that the spmtual urge has been largely
other-worldly or turned at rts extreme towards a spmtual negation and self-annh1
lat1on of the mental 1ndrvdual, but thus 1s only one s1de of 1ts tendency mamntamned
and made dommant by the necessity of passmg out of the kmgdom of the funda
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mental Inconscience, overcommg the obstacle of the body, castmg away the obscure
vital, gettmg nd of the ignorant mentality, the necessity to attam first and foremost,
by a reJection of all these impediments to spmtual bemg, to a spiritual status, The
other, the dynamic side of the spintual urge has not been absent,-the aspiration to a
sp1tual mastery and mutation of Nature, to a spmtual perfection of the bemg, a
divimsation of the mmd, the heart and the very body· there has even been the dream
or a psych1c prev1s1on of a fulfilment exceeding the mndrv1dual transformation, a new
earth and heaven, a city of God, a drvmne descent upon earth, a reign of the spmtually
perfect, a kmgdom of God not only withm us but outs1de, 1n a collective human life.
However obscure may have been some of the forms taken by this asp1rat1on, the
indication they contam of the urge of the occult spiritual bemg within to emergence in
earth-nature 1s unmistakable.

If a spmntual unfoldmng on earth 1s the hidden truth of our brth mnto Matter, 1f 1t 1s
fundamentally an evolution of consciousness that has been takmg place mn Nature,
then man as he 1s cannot be the last term of that evolution. he 1s too imperfect an
expression of the Spmt, Mmd itself a too limited form and mstrumentation, Mmd 1s
only a muddle term of consciousness, the mental bemg can only be a transitional
bemg If, then, man 1s 1capable of exceedmg mentahty, he must be surpassed and
Supermmd and superman must mamfest and take the lead of the creation But if his
mind 1s capable of openmg to what exceeds 1t, then there is no reason why man
himself should not amve at Supermmnd and supermanhood or at least lend his
mentality, life and body to an evolution of that greater term of the Spmt mamfestmg
mn Nature.

SRI AUROBINDO

(The Lafe Dvne, SABCL, Vol 19, pp 843-47)



THE SOLAR RACE-TO-BE

0 THOSE unbuned dead
By whom the first word is said,
And the last,. and all between
Comes now a spectral power,
In their most arrogant hour,
Dreaming to hfe the thing that might have been?

So may they, gin with pnde,
As a doomed iceberg nde
On this great sea of lewth
ln their own falsehood penned
Utterly meet the1r end,
Probed mockingly by Spnng-warm-waves of truth

They hated comely thmgs,
Maspn1zed the love that brings
Beauty and Strength and Calm .
Love gave the New Race hght
S1ngngly they dight
His breast with myrtle and hs brow with palm

February 18, 1930

Sn Aurobmndo's comment: A fine poem.
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SRI AUROBINDO'S RENDERINGS OF
SOME OF THE VEDIC RIKS

(Continuedfrom the issue ofMay 2000)

(Rigveda, 4.50.4)

BnhaspatI, comrng first rnto birth from the great Light rn the supreme ether, seven
mouthed, multiply-born, seven-rayed, -dispelled the darknesses ... (SABCL, Vol. 10,
p 137) -

Bnhaspa commng first to birth out of the great Light rn the highest heaven, born in
many forms, seven-mouthed, seven-rayed (saptasyah saptarasmzh ), by his cry dis
pelled the darkness (SABCL, Vol. 10, p 161)

The Master of Wisdom in his first comrng to birth rn the supreme ether of the great
Light,-many his births, seven his mouths of the Word, seven hus Rays,scatters the
darknesses with his cry (SABCL, Vol 19, p. 726)

7 qgl q #raat 5wt a it zfeii zu
qzaRfra zrqa: #Raza, aratter

(Rigveda, 4 50.5)

. he with his host that possess the stubh and the Rik broke Vala rnto pieces by his
cry. Shoutmg BnhaspatI drove upwards the bnght herds that speed the offenng and
they lowed m reply. (SABCL, Vol. 10, p. 137)

i a1 wit#tsarafzat fry
at 2a 3#Rgra quaara srfrg: i

(Rigveda, 1.11.5)

0 Lord of the thunderbolt, thou didst uncover the hole of Vala of the cows ; the gods,
unfeanng, entered speeding (or puttmg forth their force) mto thee. (SABCL, Vol. 10,
p. 137)

zit 3@fr reran #ara agzfafg«@zf
fas naiaa fra s lat mnit ta)f

(Rugveda, 6.73.1)
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He who is the hill-breaker, first-born, possessed of the truth, Bnhaspatl, the Angirasa,
the giver of the oblation, pervader of the two worlds, dweller mn the heat and light (of
the sun), our father, roars aloud as the Bull to the two firmaments. (SABCL, Vol. 10,
pp. 138-39)

sara fra a {a 3 ta qzfazar
ET a4aif fa qt a4fa sarsojfrn Jg T€II

(RIgveda, 6 73 2)

Bnhaspatl who for man the voyager has fashioned that other world m the callmg of
the gods, slaymg the Vntra-forces breaks open the cities, conquenng foes and over
powermg unfnends m his battles. (SABCL, Vol 10, p 139)

gee#Ra anzz agf nit am 5itat 2a us 1

37q Ragraarq#tat sqzfaiz4far: n
(RIgveda, 6 73.3)

Brhaspat1 conquers for him the treasures, great pens this god wms full of the kme,
seekmg the conquest of the world of Swar, unassailable, Bnhaspati slays the Foe by
the hymns of 1llumnaton (arkah) (SABCL, Vol 10, p 139)

(To be continued)

(Compiled by Sampadananda Mishra)



A HYMN OF GLADNESS
EACH time that a heart leaps at the touch of Thy drvmne breath, a little more beauty
seems to be born upon the Earth, the air 1s embalmed with a sweet perfume, all
becomes more fnendly

How great 1s Thy power, 0 Lord of all existences, that an atom of Thy JOY 1s
sufficient to efface so much darkness, so many sorrows and a smgle ray of Thy glory
can hght up thus the dullest pebble, 1llummne the blackest consciousness 1

Thou hast heaped Thy favours upon me, Thou hast unveiled to me many secrets,
Thou hast made me taste many unexpected and unhoped for Joys, but no grace of
Thme can be equal to this Thou grantest to me when a heart leaps at the touch of Thy
divine breath

At these blessed hours all earth smgs a hymn of gladness, the grasses shudder
with pleasure, the aIr 1s vibrant with hght, the trees hft towards heaven their most
ardent prayer, the chant of the birds becomes a canticle, the waves of the sea billow
with love, the smile of children tells of the mnfinte and the souls of men appear mn
their eyes.

Tell me, wilt Thou grant me the marvellous power to grve birth to thus dawn mn
expectant hearts, to awaken the consc10usness of men to Thy sublime presence, and
m this bare and sorrowful world awaken a httle of Thy true Paradise? What happ1
ness, what nches, what terrestnal powers can equal this wonderful g1ft1

0 Lord, never have I implored Thee m vamn, for that which speaks to Thee Is
Thyself m me

Drop by drop Thou allowest to fall 1n a fertilising ram the lvmng and redeemmg
flame of Thy almtghty love When these drops of eternal light descend softly on our
world of obscure ignorance, one would say a ram upon earth of golden stars one by
one from a sombre firmament.

All kneels m mute devotion before this ever-renewed mtracle.

3131917

(Prayers and Meditations, CWM, Vol 1, pp 356-57)
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SOME PROSE ABOUT A POEM

A LETTER

HERE 1s some prose about the poem you have sent me-someone's English rendenng
of Fedor Tyutchev's Russian. In view of what you have wntten, perhaps my prose
will prove helpful to make the poetry go home better Let us have the verses before us.

SILENTIUM

Be no word spoken. Hide away
Thought and feelmg day by day
Let them rise and pour thenr hght
And set hke planets mn the night,
Unheralded, unpraised, unheard,

Heart knows not to speak with heart,
Song and speech can ne'er impart
Faith by whch we live and de,
A thought once spoken 1s a he
Unbroken, undefiled, unstmed
Thy fountam; dnnk, and say no word

Live w1thm thyself, and be
In a world of faene,
Of magc thoughts that hde away
From the no1se and glare of day
Delicate airs on earth unheard,
Mark them, love them, say no word

Here 1s a fine piece of work,-not qmte equal throughout as regards suggestive effect
but held together by sufficient mnspration mn every place to make 1ts hugh-lights not
suffer The aura of suggestion remains unobscured and 1s even helped here and there
by Imes that are more mentally explcrt, Ines holding mn the tendency of the aura to
spread out infinitely beyond thought From one point of view this 1s a defect and the
poem 1s not the masterpiece it mught have been if there had been subtle mntens1ty
pervadmg every part From another pomt of view the more mental Imes, smce they do
not fall below the quahty needed mn mental poetic expression, can't be called a defect
and for most readers are a d1stmct prop.

I believe that you have failed to aval yourself of thus prop because you have not
clearly felt the difference between subtle suggestion and delicate statement. As the
subtlety 1s not always very profound 1t does not stand out m marked contrast to the
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SOME PROSE ABOUT A POEM 415

delicacy, but perhaps a httle brooding on your part would have shown you the hne of
demarcation or rather the zone of transition. I observe, however, that you have
vaguely discerned thus zone, smnce you p1ck out certain couplets as espec1ally effec
trve. I say ''vaguely'' because it is not Just the last Imes of each stanza that are
touched with mtmtlon. The first and second stanzas, except for a hne or two, have the
suggestive subtlety spread beyond the concludmg couplets and are very fine. The last
stanza is in this characteristic the weakest and its couplet-conclusion cannot compare
with the depth or the largeness of mtmtive mystery m the previous ones

So much for general cnt1c1sm. Let me now take the poem piecemeal. I'd hke to
compliment the author on giving 1t a Latmn name It is clear enough for prov1dmng a
clue to the theme but brings by 1ts Latmnuty an unfaml1ar arr which 1s In tune wth the
atmosphere of the poem. The peculiar quahty of the word ''Slentium'' mn an English
context is that it suggests almost a realm of silence, a mystenous domam and not Just
a condition of qmetude, much less an abstract10n. One thmks of Byzantmm or, m
another way, Elysium-that is, a place, and not only a place but one that is remote,
either wIth antiquity or with the mythological 1magmnaton.

The bas1c 1dea that 1s hinted at 1n the whole poem 1s fourfold. First, the truest
and finest and most rapturous thoughts and feehngs are those that he deep within us,
not those that move with constant noise on the surface Second, to find them we must
shut ourselves 1n a complete silence, keepmg off the dsturbmng touches of common
place thmgs that drop hke stones mto our bemg and create the splash which prevents
the quret depths from gettmng vus1oned or felt. Thrd, each movement of the con
sc10usness can be transmuted mto its own truest and finest and most rapturous term
by surroundmg it with the m-drawn breath of hush. Fourth, the best way to 'ex
press'' to others the deeps m ourselves is to realise them and make them vivid m the
language that is life. None of these four aspects of the basic idea is isolated in the
poem-all of them mtermmgle and by their mtermmgling give nse to a greater
''mystery'' about the poem's dnft.

In the first stanza the mjunction to hide away thought and feelmg leads naturally
to a sense of secrecy, an mnner mght mn which as mn the outer a"'diamond dimness''
(an Indian poet's phrase) is experienced-a planetary process1on, a far-away wealth
of light that has no urge to advertise its own abundance but quietly spreads itself in a
high and heavenly way, disposing its splendour m a spirit of reticent amplitude. Our
conscious movements become thus exalted when we do not always drag them outside
to meet and image the dust and clamour of superficial life. They change mto glonous
den1zens of a vast and lofty kingdom, they discover their own deep and divine realty
to the Witness Self that watches them, loves them, says no word.

The next verse, while re-suggestmg the same necessary silence, dwells a little
more on the futility of trymg to express the deep and drvmne realty of thmgs to others,
the wrong done by speech to the soul's substance, the fragmentation and falsification
of what 1s 1n the mner bemg a perfect whole m which as m a crystal core all truth is
held This crystal core 1s the central source of our true life, the fountam and ongm
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that 1s the Spmt. It cannot be found or experienced by churnmg the mmd with words.
It 1s a stillness unbroken by the mtellect's process of defm1t1on Defm1t10n, as the root
of the word 1mples, 1s to lmmut, turn mnto a prec1se and separate mass the elusive
largeness and mnterfus1on of the sublmmmnal and the supralmmnal The Intellect's
language has no place m the spmtual profundities. If they are to be tasted and their
nectar 1mb1bed, we must forget the habit of speech-excitement We cannot let our
mouth fill with arr and our tongue quiver with artculat1on, and at the same tame drink
the fountam of truth that 1s beauty and beauty that 1s peace And there 1s, unexplamed
yet not ummportant, the 1dea mn th1s stanza that by thus silently drinkmg of the
Ineffable we can make a heart automatically convey its essence and "faith" to
another heart better than by the medrum of speech, however tuneful and v1v1d.

The openmg phrase of the last stanza takes up the notions both of lvmng deeply
and hvmg without an attempt to express the depths-''Ive within thyself'' (that 1s,
not on the outside but mn the mner self and not trymg to go outside that self to
commumcate its secrets to others by speech). What follows gives a general turn and
summing-up to all that has preceded. The world withmn 1s called a world of faere 1n
which secrets are caught that are never heard on earth. The mention of "earth"
clmches the pomt about gomg beyond the dense and dusty contacts of the surface of
existence, the loud colour and cry, the voluble self-confidence of the measuring bram
Not earth, but ''faene'' 1s the true kmngdoma kingdom where the bemg fmds its
fundamental harmony, its poise m an mexhaust1ble lovelmess, its power that 1s
immense yet most subtle, a magmtude of magic.

C'est tout' By the way, don't forget the trema over the third letter- "e"--of the
word "faerie" The word 1s composed of three syllablesfa/e/e It must be pro
nounced hke that--otherw1se the rhythm halts. And 1f this happens, the spell will be
broken at a touch of unmetncal prose.

1941
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THE KINGDOMS OF THE LITTLE LIFE

Ascendmg slowly with uncorn,c1ous steps,
A foundlrng of the gods she wanders here
Like a child-soul left near the gates of Hell
Fumblmg through fog mn search of Paradise 1

Tuy live and move mn the Ignorance and go round and round, battered and stumbl
mg, hke blmd men led by one who 1s bhnd.2

If ignorance 1s m its nature a self-hm1tmg knowledge obhv1ous of the mtegral self
awareness and confmed to an exclusive concentration 111 a smgle field or upon a
concealmg surface of cosmic movement, what, mn th1s view, are we to make of the
problem which most poignantly preoccupies the mmd of man when 1t 1s turned on the
mystery of hs own existence and of cosmic existence, the problem of evil? A l1muted
knowledge supported by a secret All-Wisdom as an 111strument for workmg out w1th111
the necess;ary hm1tat1ons a restncted world-order may be admitted as an 111telhg1ble
process of the universal Consciousness and Energy, but the necessity of falsehood and
error. the necessity of wrong and evil or their utility m the workmgs of the omni
present Drvmne Reality 1s less easly admissible. And yet 1f that Realty 1s what we
have supposed 1t to be, there must be some necessity for the appearance of these
contrary phenomena. some s1g111f1cance, some funct10n that they had to serve mn the
economy of the umverse 1

As -;hmes a solitary witness star
That bums apart, Light's lonely sentrnel,
In the dnft and teemmg of a mmdless Night.
A smgie thmker m an aimless world
Awmtmg some tremendous dawn of God,
He saw the purpose m the works of Time "

The Mother wrote

·'The star has no lines mns1de ''

The star s1gn1fies a creation or format1on or the prom1se or power of a creation or
format10n

The star ts always a promise of the Light to come. the star changes mto a sun when
there 1s the descent of the Light
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Stars md1cate pomts of light m the ignorant mental consc10usness 5
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The phantom of a dark and evil start
Ghosthke pursues all that we dream and do
This was the first cry of the awakmg world
It chngs around us still and clamps the god

The crude begmnmgs of the hfeless earth
And mmdless stirnngs of the plant and tree

Prepared our thought. thought for a godlike b!fth
Broadens the mould of our mortahty.1

An evolution from the Inconscent need not be a pamnful one 1f there is no res1stance,
1t can be a deliberately slow and beautiful efflorescence of the Drvmne One ought to
be able to see how beautiful outward Nature can be and usually 1s. although 1t 1s Itself
apparently "111consc1ent"-why should the growth of consciousness mn mward Nature
be attended by so much ugliness and evil sp01lmg the beauty of the outward creation?
Because of a perversity born from the Ignorance, which came m with Life and
mcreased m Mmdthat 1s the Falsehood, the Evil that was born because of the
starkness of the Inconsc1ent's sleep separatmg its act10n from the secret lummous
Conscience that 1s all the tame withmn 1t But 1t need not have been so except for the
ovemdmg Will of the Supreme which meant that the poss1b1ht1es of Perversion by
mconsc1ence and ignorance should be manifested m order to be elimmated through
bemng grven their chance, since all poss1bl1ty has to manfest somewhere once it 1s
elimmated the D1vme Manifestation m Matter will be greater than 1t otherwise could
be because 1t wall combine all the poss1bl1ties Involved m thus difficult creation and
not some of them as m an easier and less strenuous creat1on mght naturally happen '

PISHACHA: Demon, bemgs of the lower planes, who are m oppos1t1on to the Gods "

"From beauty to greater beauty, from JOY to mtenser JOY, by a special adJustment of
the senses"-yes. that would be the normal course of a divme manifestation. how
ever gradual, 111 Matter "Discordant sound and offensive odour" are creat10ns of a
disharmony between consc10usness - and Nature and do not ex1~t 111 themselves, they
would not be present m a liberated and harmonised consciousness for they would be
foreign to its bemg, nor would they affhct a nghtly developmg harmonised soul and

< The quest:on was mn reference to a passage mn the 1936 version whch mn the present one 1s much enlarged and
run, from "It was the gate of a false mfimte" to "None can reach heaven who has not passed through hell' (pp 221-
227) 'The passage suggests that there was an harmonious orgmnal plan of the Overmmd Gods for earth's eolvton
hut that ti was po1led by the mntrus1on of the Rakshasic worlds I should however, have thought that ,tn evolutton
arrsmng from the stark mnconscent's sleep and the mute void would hardly be an harmonious plan The Rakshasas
only shield themselves with the covering 'Ignorance they don t create It Do yon mean that 1t they had not
interfered there wouldn't have been resistance and conflct and sutfering? How can they be called the artttrcers of
Nature s fell and pan '
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Nature. Even the ''belchmg volcano, crashing thunderstorm and wh1rlmg typhoon''
are mn themselves grandiose and beautiful thmgs and only harmful or temble to a
consc10usness unable to meet or deal with them or make a pact with the spmts of
Wmnd and Fire. You are assummg that the manifestation from the Inconscent must be
what 1t 1s now and here and that no other kmd of world of Matter was possible, but
the harmony of matenal Nature m itself shows that 1t need not necessanly be a
discordant, evl, furiously perturbed and pamnful creationthe psych1c bemng 1f
allowed to mamfest from the first mn LIfe and Mind and lead the evolut10n mstead of
bemg relegated behmnd the veil would have been the pnnc1ple of a harmony out
flowmg; everyone who has felt the psychic at work within him, free from the vital
mtervention, can at once see that this would be its effect because of its unemng
perception, true ch01ce, harmomc action. If 1t has not been so, 1t 1s because the dark
Powers have made hfe a claimant mstead of an instrument. The reahty of the Hostiles
and the nature of their role and trend of their endeavour cannot be doubted by any one
who has had his inner vision unsealed and made their unpleasant acquaintance. 10

RAKSHASA: The Giant, the Ogre or Devourer of the world; a being of vital hunger; the
v10lent kmetlc Ego; the fierce giant Powers of darkness, the Veilers in night; bemgs
of the middle vital plane who are mn opposition to the gods.

The Rakshasa 1s the supreme and thorough-going ind1v1duahst, who believes hfe
to be meant for his own untrammelled self-fulfilment and self-assertion. A necessary
element in humamty, he 1s particularly useful mn revolutions. The Rakshasa 1s not an
altruist. If by satisfying himself he can satisfy others, he 1s pleased; but he does not
make that his motive If he has to trample on others to satisfy himself, he does so
without compunction.''

EVOLUTION

A fire-must and plant,
A crystal and a cell,

A Jelly fish and saunan,
And caves where cave men dwell;

Then a sense of law and beauty,
And a face turned from the clod

Some call It Evolution
And others call It God.

-W. H. Carruth (Each in His Own Tongue)

(To be continued)

HUTA
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PURUSHA-PRAKRITI
(Aphorisms)
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THE Path of mdulgence leads to aversion and away from the world.
Purusha 1s a slave of Prakrit.

The Path of suppression leads to mortification and away from the
world. Purusha 1s an enemy of Prakriti.

The Path of possession leads to satiety and away from the world.
Purusha 1s a master of Prakriti.

The Path of separation leads to enJoyment and to staymg m the world.
Purusha 1s one with Prakriti.

G NESTEROV



NAGIN-BHAI TELLS ME
(Contnuedfrom the ssue ofMay 2000)

11:04:1995
Thus depress1on 1s kllng I feel strongly that I must go out ot thus existence

Very pdmful, and I don't know how long 1t wll contmue, how long it will be there
Of course, they are workmg, but I don't see anythmg happenmg Very painful

On the 4th, during the meditatuon 1n the evemng this 1s what happened You see,
th1~ 1s the day of arnval of Sn Amobmdo at Pond1cherry

The Mother said that 1t was the day the supreme Grace had descended upon the
1>011 of Pond1cherry She showed me the whole thmg,-the descent of the Grace on
the so1l of Pond1cherry, as 1f she enacted the whole thmg agam

I could see 1t very clearly

10:09:1995
My birthday wa~ ve1y beautiful this time It was except10nal It had never

happened hke that to me 111 the whole of my life
I came out from Sr Aurobmdo's Room Then I sat for a while near the Samadh1

at my usual place. When I was going away, Realty was wth me
It 1s now there always with me
On one earlier occas10n Sn Aurobmdo had taken me up very high, very high I

could not see where, but very high Sky after sky had opened out
Then, I could not see anythmg I could not see anythmg, not even my spmt.
But there was a constant downpour of Grace, constant downpour as was there on

an earher occas10n,-Transcendental Grace commg down directly

09:12:1995
I saw the psychic bemg for the first time. But 1t was only for a bnef while It

was quute b1g, as big as myself The features were hke mme, very similar to my face
That is why I could recogmse 1t.

Immediately followmg 1t was the expenence of the global consciousness. It, the
global consciousness, was surroundmg me, rather surroundmg my whole bemg.

How do you know t was your psychc beng? What was ts colour? How can you
say that t was the psychuc beng?

What else could It have been? It resembled me exactly; its features were lke
mmne It was not bright, but nether was 1t dull There was a global consciousness
around 1t I will not say 1 was universal consciousness, but there was global con
sc1ousuess around nt There 1s a difference between the two

422
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Could t not have been your sprt?

Yes, yes, that is very hkely. I never thought that 1t could have been the spmt
But does the spirit have a form?

Why not? It can be wth a form also

Yes, yes, I am more mnclmned to say that it was the spmt The global consc1om,
ness would also suggest that

(To be concluded)

R Y DESHPANDE

ABOUT THE GREAT BEYOND
As the mght deepens silence
Listen to unheard conversations mn the cosmos,
Usual dm of the day 1s down,
Mirth of disturbmg sunlight
Has disappeared, as would a revolving stage,
Now is the hour to hear the world beyond.

How many worlds the umverse holds
In 1ts mnfmnuty ever incomprehensible
How many deaths a bemg has to cross
To reach deathlessness, endlessness, begmnnmnglessness?
I wish I could understand wordless conversatons
Bemg held continually
By these numerous worlds of the cosmos.

No voce, no soul, of this mortal world is lost;
Notes of crying of the new-born will reverberate
Forever though the child will grow to gray and
The soul will transmigrate, leavmg the used-up body

I look up at the bhnkmg stars, lamp-posts of the firmament.
Awestruck watch the1r strange s1gnallmg,
I know nothmg about immeasurable worlds Beyond,
A vast wonder

PRONAB KUMAR MAJUMDER



THE COMPOSITION OF SAVITRI
(Contznuedfrom the issue ofMay 2000)

The Book of Love

LovE conquering death 1s the theme of the legend of Sav1tn and Satyavan But what
kmd of love has the power to overcome death? In the Mahabharata, Sav1tn armed
with mtelhgence, virtue and strength of character wms boons from Yama, but does
not defeat the pnnc1ple of death Sn Aurobmdo's mterpretatlon of the myth starts
from a deeper Vedic symbolism whch points to a more rad1cal conquest But the
characters of hus ep1c are lvmng bemgs, not figures m an allegory. Moreover, h1s
treatment of the story goes beyond even the Vedic symbolsm on the bas1s of hs own
real1sat1ons

To make the vctory of Love artustucally convmncmng and spmntually Inevitable
was perhaps the greatest challenge Sn Aurobmdo faced m wntmg Savltn; for almost
the whole of human expenence pomts to the opposite concluson, that Death 1s more
powerful. Therefore Book Five, ''The Book of Love'', though 1t 1s one of the shortest
of the twelve books, 1s of central importance Passages mn 1t received Sn Aurobmndo's
attentuon mn every phase of his work on the poem, even dunng the penod when he had
set aside most of the later books to concentrate on what is now Part One.

We have seen how '·Love", the title of the first canto or book mn early versions
of Savitn, became the title of the second book when the opemng sect10ns had
expanded mto a new first book called "'Quest''. "Quest" mcluded at first the
descnptlon of the Shalwa country where Sav1tn amves at the end of her travels But
soon this was transferred to the begmnmg of "Love'', to set the scene for the meeting
of Sav1tn and Satyavan

In the early 1930s, when the first book became "The Book of Birth", Sri
Aurobmdo changed the title of the second book from simply ''Love'' to ''The Book
of Love" and mcluded in 1t the last section of the former "Quest". But this section,
which 1s now Book Four, Canto Four, did not remam long 1n "The Book of Love". It
was shifted back to the previous book mn the rearrangement that created ''The Book of
Begmnmgs" and the "The Book of Birth and Quest"

At this stage, the th1rd book became "The Book of Love and Fate"; but only
fragmentary versions of a book with this title are found m Sn Aurobmdo's manu
scnpts He soon dropped the idea of combmmg Love and Fate m one book. Fmally,
when "The Book of Beginnings" was drvded into three books, "The Book of
Love'' became Book Fve, as 1t 1s now

Unhke Book Four, which Sn Aurobmdo brought to its present form by rev1smg
a smgle fmal manuscnpt and typed copies of 1t, the published text of Book Five 1s
based on manuscnpts from different penods Sn Aurobmdo began to wnte out a fair
copy of this book around 1943 m the notebook he had already used for Book Four.

424
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But this version breaks off after the first hundred lmes of the second canto When he
dictated the revs1on of the fifth book around 1945, Sn Aurobindo reverted to hus last
version of "The Book of Love" from the 1930s. But this also was mcomplete. He
had to go back to a manuscnpt from before 1920 for most of Canto Three. This canto
still needed substantial work and he drafted new passages for 1t mn the chutpads he was
usmng m the mid-1940s Book Frve was first published, after further hight revs1on of
typescnpts and proofs, m the 1950 issue of Sn Aurobmdo Circle.

Sn Aurobmdo's account of the meetmg of Savtr1 and Satyavan contamed
1nsp1red hnes even mn 1ts earlest form But 1t took years for hs descnpt1on of what
happened at that moment to attamn 1ts full ampltude and mnevtablty of express1on.
The immortality of love, mn the sense of its survival of death, was bnefly but
memorably evoked from the begmnmg. But the transformatrve power of love was
brought out only gradually

The first faur copy of the 1916 vers1on Included thus passage

He came, they met, wide wondermg eyes gazed close
Into bnght eyes and deep, ther comrade orbs
Touched by the warmng finger of sweet love
The soul can recogmse its answenng soul
Across drvudmng Time Upon hfe's ways
Absorbed wrapped traveller, turnmg, 1t recovers
Familiar splendours mn an unknown face
And thnlls agam to the old immortal love
Weanng a new sweet body for dehght.

Most of these hnes are s1mlar to lines m the final version; two or three are 1dent1cal.
This 1s one of the first places mn the poem where so many lmes from the earliest drafts
have stayed mtact But this was only a startmg-pomt. Sri Aurobindo enlarged this
passage to several times its ongmal length by the end of the first phase of his work on
Savutr (1916-20).

A neatly wntten page from the later part of this period 1s shown m the first
facsimile In ths vers1on, the followmg lines are found on a page before the one that
has been reproduced·

Marvelling he came across the faery sward,
And while they looked mto each other's eyes,
Love's hidden umty shaped its rapturous form.

The first two lmes of this are related to the first two Imes of the passage in the 1916
version But before and after these three Imes are many Imes that were added mn a
number of mtermediate versions. Some of these new lmes can be seen mn the facs1
mile. The lmes at the top of the page read as follows, mcludmg three lmes at the
bottom of the prev10us page.
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All m mconsc1ent ecstasy long wrapped,
All that 1maginat1on's coloured hds
Had held mn the large mirror aIr of dream,
Broke forth mn flame to recreate the world,
And mn that flame to new thmgs she was born
A mystic tumult rose up from her depths[,]
Her hfe was taken mnto another's life
That forehead wore the crown of all her past.
These eyes were her constant and eternal stars,
Lids known through many hves and frames of love

All of these Imes resemble Imes m the fmal version, the fourth and fifth Imes me the
same as those pnnted on page 395 of the current edition of Savtr But the last four
lines are now widely separated from the others Thus 1s due parly to later expansion
of the passage and partly to rearrangement of the sequence of lmes Many Imes,
written mn the same manuscnpt on pages precedmg the one reproduced here, were
later shifted so that they come between these Imes In the seventh !me, ''Her'' has
been changed to "His" and the line appears mn a passage descnbmg what Satyavan
felt at that moment, begmnmg

And Satyavan looked out from his soul's doors

A similar descnphon was already present mn the early version, but 1s found two pages
before the page shown mn the facsmm1le

The manuscnpt contmues with Imes that were eventually shifted to a later
position, so that they come 111 a somewhat different form near the end of the present
Book Five, Canto Two.

These knew each other though 111 forms thus strange·
The spurt to the spurt was stull the same
And their bodies summed the sense of numberless births
Amazed they had come distant Journeymgs
Mid self closed countnes and through separate ways
To a small meetmg-place 111 hm1tless fields
And the unexpected glory of these orbs

The rest of the manuscnpt page may be transcnbed along with a !me at the top of the
next page

Love leaps 'on us out of forgotten morns
Touched by the warning finger of swift Love,
The soul can recogmse its answenng soul
Across drvudmng Tmme, and on life's road
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Absorbed wrapped traveller turnmng 1t recovers
Famlar splendours mn an unknown face,
And thnlls agam to the old immortal JOY
Weanng a new sweet body for delight

The first lmne 1s a new one whose subsequent development wll be discussed below.
The others are close to what Sn Aurobmdo wrote mn 1916. The mam differences from
that version are due to "swift" replacmg ''sweet'' mn the second lme, "road"
replacmg ''ways'' mn the fourth, and "Joy" replacmg "love" m the seventh.

The last manuscnpt of thus passage 1s shown m the second facsmmle Thus 1s part
of a page of an mcomplete manuscnpt of "The Book of Love" belongmg to the early
1930s. wIth rev1s1on dictated by Sn Aurobmndo around 1945 Sx lines at the bottom
of the page do not appear m the facs1illlle The pages of the ledger m which this
vers1on was wntten are long, and a reproduction of the enllre page would have had to
be reduced too much to be easily readable

Lmes related to the earher version can be seen at the top and a httle below the
middle of the page Because of extensive expans10n and rearrangement through
seve1al mtermediate stages, most of the other Imes m the first facsimile are found,
sometime<; m an altered form, on the pages of the fmal manuscnpt that precede and
follow the one shown here Together with the last hne on the precedmg page, the
Imes at the top of the page can be transcnbed

Marvelhng he came across the golden sward
Gaze met close gaze and clung m sight's embrace
A visage she saw, noble and great and calm,
A forehead that wore the crown of all her past,
Two eyes her constant and eternal stars,
Comrade and sovereign eyes that clammed her soul,
Lids known through many hves, large frames of love

In the third hne, Sn Aurobmdo changed "she saw" to "was there" when he revised
the far copy. After thus line, he inserted four new lines when he revused the far copy,
the typescnpt and the proofs of Sr Aurobndo Crcle, bnnging the passage to its
present form 1n 1950

The Imes that can be traced back to the 1916 version appear further down on the
page mn the second facsimile. The sh1ftmg of the first hne 1s the most conspicuous
change and 1s md1cated by an arrow mn the manuscnpt The other pnnc1pal differences
from the version seen mn the other facs1mule are the substrtuton of ''an'' for ''the
old" and "mortal" for "new sweet'' m the last two Imes As revised, the Imes read·

The soul can 1ecognise its answermg soul
Across drviding Tmme and, on l1fe's roads,
Absorbed wrapped traveller, turning 1t recovers
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Familiar splendours 1n an unknown face
And touched by the wammg finger of swift love
It thnlls agam to an immortal JOY
Weanng a mortal body for delight.

The deietion of the comma after ''roads'', when Sn Aurobmdo revised the typed
copy of thus canto, was hs last change m these lines

Above thus passage, one can see mn the facs1mule a seres of lines, not quite mn
thetr fmal form, some of which evolved out of a lmne mn the earier vers1on

Love leaps on us out of forgotten moms.

Following the md1cations mn the manuscript regarding the order of the Imes and
addmg some punctuation between brackets, we may transcnbe the passage as Sn
Aurobmndo rev1sed t.

He saw an embodiment of aeomc dreams[,]
The mystery of the rapture for which all
Yearns 111 this world of bnef mortality
Made m mater1al shape his very own,
Its prom1se and 1ts presence and 1ts fire.
Thus golden figure grven to hus grasp,
Seemed to hum to hold the key of all hus amms
And power to bnng the Immortal' s bliss on earth
For these great spmts now mcarnate here,
Love brought down power out of eternity
To make of life his new undymg base.
His pass10n surged a wave from fathomless deeps,
Or leapt to earth from far forgotten heights[ ]

The last Imes evidently developed out of the earlier line about ''forgotten moms'',
now turned mto "far forgotten heights". The dictated changes seen in the scnbe' s
handwritmg belong to the mud-1940s, at least a decade after the manuscript was
wntten. But 1t was only in the last year of his work on Savitri, when he revised the
proofs of Sr Aurobndo Crcle, that Sri Aurobmndo gave the finishmng touches to these
Imes and added a line at the end·

In these great spmts now mcamate here
Love brought down power out of eternity
To make of hfe hs new undymng base.
His passion surged a wave from fathomless deeps;
It leapt to earth from far forgotten heights,
But kept its nature of mfm1ty
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The remamder of the Imes seen m the facsmule of the final manuscnpt may be
transcribed to conclude thus 1llustraton of the revs1on of Book Five. Four lines
wntten mn the left margm, below two cancelled Imes, are m the scnbe's handwntmg
except for the first four words:

On the dumb bosom of th1s oblvous globe
Although as unknown bemgs we seem to meet,
Our lrves are not alens nor as strangers JOm
Moved to each other by causeless force.

The last hne does not seem to have been taken down exactly as Sn Aurobmdo
mtended, for 1t 1s m1ssmng a syllable reqmred by the metre. Sn Aurobmdo must have
dictated "a" before "causeless", which the scnbe did not hear or accidentally
ormtted; the "a" was mserted when Sn Aurobmdo revised the typescnpt.

After the lines already discussed, which date back to 1916, the manuscnpt
contmues with the lines seen at the bottom of the facsimile. The fifth hne was
changed 1 1950 to "Love 1s a glory from etermty's spheres"·

There 1s a Power within that knows beyond
Our knowmgs; we are greater than our thoughts,
And sometimes earth unveils that v1s1on here.
To hve, to love are signs of mfimte thmgs
There 1s a glory of eternal Love
Abased, disfigured, mocked by baser mights
That steal his name and shape and ecstasy,
He 1s still the godhead by which all can change.

(To be continued)

RICHARD HARTZ
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'The Book of Love'' (early 1930s), wIth dictated rev1s1on



OUTPATIENT AT JIPMER
POMP or arrogance doesn't make its quarters here,
The haughty, the self-assured fall silent;somewhat womed
In the face of pam. No pretence will hide so naked a thing
However robed,mn th1s hall of troubled state.
Here too I brought my needs and came to take a share in others' lots.
Eased in a chair, I take my station amongst the waitmg for rehef
And looking up, stare down the gaping mouth of hell

Accustomed to Chnstlan-yoked Europe's stenle silence
Holdmng court m wa1tung corndors amidst the poor
And to faces hke suffenng Chnsts on Byzantine icons,
Hoping for chanty's graced small issues,
Thus sight grps me.
What an orchestra for s1ght'
Though cruel masters of malady and need
Have bent my brothers' law and for their wage, bestowed poverty,
Those noble faces looking at me, nothing could mar
Or blot out the hght which God has placed into Indian eyes,
I meet these eyes now in open field and become silent,
Ready to burst hke a dam overfed,-and mine become dewy.
Ashamed, I turn aside from those others who do not weep,
Or let out a cry of pam, nor complain of heat, hunger,
Long wartmng, heavy sores

Disarmed, unburdened of impatience and of foolish pnde
I look on, into those eyes unprotestmngand become loving,
Sweeter of heart, better canng-and boldly ask answers
From unperturbed gods, who look on,
Is thus your jest, your play?
Are they not of your blood, as they are of mine?
They choose to deny reply. MaJestic silence, august unanswenng

I am not deterred, inside my heart aloud I cry,
Unbound am I in my will freed,
If not you will stir, then will I
Rise will I do, from half good to good,
Ever movmng your portals wll pass
To where the mighty on fire-steeds nde
Scanning the circumflex of time. and bnng
Down the all-sustaining hght.

GEORGETTE COTY
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SADHANA
Some of our imperfections and our difficulties in dealing with them

Sadhana 1s full of JOY but sometimes our responses to 1t are uncomfortable Slowly we
fmd reasons for these discomforts. That 1s the start of an mterestmg part of this
Journey. We see and understand our d1fftculttes We fmd a close relationship between
our asp1rat10ns, our needs and our d1fftculttes. We begm slowly resolvmg them We
know that the way 1s reJection and offenng them at the feet of our Masters. But we
seem to find a stumblmg block What 1s 1t? Often 1t 1s the refusal to accept om
mmperfections. Why 1s 1t so7 I found the reason

1. Once we start consc10usly on the spmtual path 1t 1s harder to accept what we
are. As a part of the d1sc1pline of this path, much of our hfe-effort has to be spent m
ach1evmg clanty and understandmg of our nature We want to improve ourselves
This aspiration leads to mcreasmg awareness of our imperfections. We lay stress on
our imperfections. Often th1s 1s also one way we create negative expenences m our
life The reason 1s that t s dfficult to find and accept the mperfectons wthan
ourselves unless we see them simultaneously with our postve qualtes Only then
can we start apprecatng our own efforts and achievements zn purzfyzng andperfect
ng the different parts of our beng

2 There 1s another aspect. When we are engaged m spmtual work we move
often from one level of consc10usness to another. At the higher level the work 1s full
of hght and JOY and peace But when we come down to the matenal level and try to
mtegrate what we have expenenced, 1t 1s sometimes even more difficult to accept the
Imperfections of our humanness The perception of fear 1s one example. It 1s difficult
to feel and accept our fears while knowing at another level that there 1s no need for
those fears. ''How can the Mother's children have fear?' There 1s confus1on m our
mind at a lower level whle at a hgher, wnthmn the same self of ours, there 1s clanty
and hght.

3 The spmtual teachmgs and truths, which we believe to be true, sometimes
create difficulties for us to accept and love ourselves. To be aware of what we want to
be and at the same time know what we are creates confhcts. We are unable to accept
the simultaneous existence withm us of some parts that are full of hght and others
dark or gray, as 1f mn a cave

One solutton 1s to regard our self as a famtly wherem some members are m need
of more knowledge, more d1sc1plme, and more progress towards punty and perfection
than others. This 1s a fairly common thmg m a large human family All our parts
mdeed form a large farmly. And all the parts have to be mtegrated, there 1s no other
way unlike a farmly m the world where a .1omt family can be spht and spht agam
Med1tat1on and contemplation mndeed ad mn thus mntegraton Of course there 1s often a
double movement, three steps forward dunng meditation and two steps backward
soon after. The Mother within us, fortunately, ms1sts ,md manages that we take mn the
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end at least one step forward The most important feature of sadhana here 1s the
mncreasmng partucrpat1on and fmnally taking over of our sadhana by the Mother w1thmn
u This becomes more and more obvious as our sadhana progresses

4 It 1s difficult to comprehend when we hear or read that we must free our
selves from the pnson of our humanness and, at the same time, that we must trust the
human condition It 1s difficult to accept that the matenal world itself 1s an expression
of the dvme, and yet be aware of the chaos, the anger, the fears and hatred there It 1s
most difficult to accept the dual nature of realty mn our world and yet try to move
beyond that duality while contmnumng to hve mn 1t

The way out of this conundrum 1s through self-love mstead of self-disgust and
through acceptance of the world as 1t 1s, of our lves as they are. We cannot change
unless we accept first, we cannot offer what 1s not ours In sadhana expenences
gather to tell us that when we persist there 1s always gu1dance and a protect1on We
understand, often much after an event, that there 1s always a higher reason for
whatever happens Not the reason for our response, but for whatever happens. When
this broad aspect of acceptance 1s Incorporated mn our conscious mmnd, mnto our
conscious hvmg, we fmd our progress to be less slow, and our hfe mcreasmgly filled
with joy and peace.

5 Disease and illness and how to deal with these are common problems We
learn and hear from enhghtened persons that we are spmtual bemgs of hght, and yet
we feel trapped ma body full of pam and des!fes and disease We are told to lovmgly
accept pamn and disease as 1t 1s, to lovingly accept that we created 1t and to even
lovmgly accept how or why we created 1t The difficulty 1s that we forget that
'lovingly' means with understandmg. That means we have to come out of the demal
that 1s a common response to somethmg unpleasant We have to accept that the pam
or illness 1s mdeed the truth, and 1s there for a reason It means that we have to accept
all of the thoughts and actions that might have aided m creat10n of an illness Does
th1s mean accepting the further continuation of the disease, the mnevrtablty of pam?

No, even 1f 1t seems hke that Let us admit that acceptance does not mean
surrender to the disease or to the disease process It means deeply trustmg, lovmg and
acceptmg our hves and us no matter what It means trustmg that the 1ll part of us
wants to be healthy agamn and needs our active support, by our will and by our
evokmg the Mother. The nght means are then suggested by our mner bemg which we
have to follow It means really gettmg to know the deeper, the mner self, communmg
with 1t, 1dentufymng with 1t and fmdmg its beauty, punty, the truth of what we really
are This we can do through meditation and contemplation. In so domg we find that
the body 1s a dynamic express1on of that deeper self We find that a healthy mmd and
heart, ever growing m gentleness and tenderness and clanty and knowledge and
strength and faith. are expressions of this mner self Wherever there 1s an illness, a
disease m our being, body or heart or mmd, 1s where we have not allowed our deeper
bemg to express itself. to 1llummate, to lght up these corners and crevices and dark
rooms of our bemg It 1s where we are confused between the real self and the outer
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self that 1s really an Impostor. We have allowed thus Impostor to reign Ths know]
edge and recogmt1on we have to retneve, agam and agam, till 1t becomes a part of
every bit of our bemg The only way 1s to identify the impostor w1thm us. the outer
self we confuse with our real self.

Of course, there 1s a limit, a threshold beyond which an illness cannot be aborted
but only ameliorated But even this hm1t can be extended dependmg on the quality
and mtens1ty of the Light we can bnng from w1thm or above to work on 1t

6 The need to please others mn order to gamn somethmg, their appreciation or
somethmg else, 1s another mode of our bemg that creates difficultes mn sadhana It 1s
our love of apprec1aton. One of the needs that veil our true bemg from us 1s our
desire to please others. From childhood we have learnt that the way to 'peace', the
way to get what we want 1s by pleasmg others We contmue even after experencmng
that what we want only rarely brmgs us lastmg happmess Pleasmg others becomes a
habit. Once we start to refuse our urge to please others we begm to observe ourselves
more obJechvely. We can, now, find out how we manipulate, betray and reject
ourselves according to what we thmk others want from us and thereby how we lose
connection with our true self. Of course this does not mean that we go to the other
extreme and become unpleasant to others, that we stop smulmng or refuse recognsmng
even the need and presence of others The true smile 1s an expression of the JOY our
bemg feels mn just ex1stung, in gratitude that we are alve to adore and love and reveal
the drvmne wthmn us, and to fathom the d1vme m everythmg around us

We cannot love others, cannot love our Mother until we can love ourselves
When we talk of startmg to love ourselves 1t means understandmg and thereby
acceptmg ourselves as we are, while knowmg what we want to become. That asp1ra
t10n 1s the key The practical step 1s to slowly bnng our different aspects mto the light
we get by going within, contemplatmng and med1tatmng. More and more often mn the
day we have to live within Med1taton 1s not then just at frxed tmmes only but also at
all possible unfixed times. Every time we want to reJect an impulse, gomg withm
makes rejection eas1er.

To start wantmg no other mfluence but that of our Mother to guide our lives 1s
an essential part of sadhana Other mfluences not only mean those from other
persons, from books and media, but also mfluences from our own superficial self, our
ordmary mental and vital and physical selves. We start watchmg every impulse that
comes to us, from withm and from outside We start observmg every want that 1s
created 1n us by contact with the world outside Life then starts becommg more
mterestmg, more fun. A sense of fun, the abihty to laugh at our slippmg and fumbling
comes with our self-acceptance

How do going withmn, contemplation and med1tat1on help7 In however small a
measure, mn whatever smallest portion of our bemng, contemplatton and med1tat1on,
going withn, 1s um1on with our Mother and thus starts purfymng that portion of our
bemg. In the process other portions of our bemg get dragged mnto the light, slowly but
certamnly, often without our conscious cognut1on Integration, purfrcatuon and perfec
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t1on of our parts are nothmg but 1llummat1on of all the caves and crevices and dark
corners mn our being. The Mother's Light does ths work, slowly, even ms1d1ously but
defmnutrvely, with our actrve collaboration. Thus collaboration s by asp1rat1on, by
learmng to love, by mcreasmgly hvmg w1thm and by mcreasmg oneness allowmg Her
to do our sadhana

There are many gmdeposts m the wntmgs of our masters drectmng our sadhana
Each one of us fmds and chooses one aspect from time to time. I find mn the Mother's
Prayer of 28 November 1912 one such method whch stresses a judicious comb1at1on
of med1tat1on and the outer hfe, the activity of each day and each instant I quote
from the prayer·

For med1tat1on, contemplation, Um1on 1s the result obtamed-the flower that
blooms, the daily activity 1s the anvl on which all the elements must pass and
repass mn order to be punfied, refmed, made supple and npe for the 1llummatton
which contemplation gives to them All these elements must be thus passed one
after the other through the crucible before outer activity becomes needless for
the mtegral development Then 1s th1s activity turned mto the means to mamfest
Thee so as to awaken other centres of consc10usness to the same dual work of
the forge and the 1llummnat1on Therefore are pnde and sat1sfact10n with oneself
the worst of all obstacles Very modestly we must take advantage of all the
mmute opportumt1es offered to knead and punfy some of the mnumerable
elements, to make them supple, to make them impersonal, to teach them for
getfulness of self and abnegation and devotion and kmdness and gentleness, and
when all these modes of bemg have become habitual to them, then are they
ready to participate mn the Contemplation, and to 1dentufy themselves with Thee
m the supreme concentration. That 1s why 1t seems to me that the work must be
long and slow even for the best and that stnkmg convers10ns cannot be mtegral.
They change the onentat1on of the bemg, they put 1t defimt1vely on the straight
path, but truly to attam the goal none can escape the need of mnumerable
expenences of every kmd and every mstant

So, the way 1s to be patient because the road 1s long. The knowledge that She 1s
ever by our side and that the more we face hfe with a smile and a faith m Her
guidance the closer 1s Her hand supportmg us, makes this Yoga easier.

DINKAR D PALANDE



BEYOND THE EARTHLY GAME
MAN and God
Started playmg
With 1dentucal 1ron-rods.

God knew man
But man did not
Agam, God owned somethmg
Which man didn't;
He could Just show

A moment came
The game gathered both
Momentum and mass
While God remamed silent
Man bragged about
Being mn hs own.

Blasphemy or praise
Matters little to him
Reachmg the chmax
Man started recogmsmg
What he owed to hus conscience
If not to postenty
That God is the sheet-anchor
In the lone hours of nothmgness,
That God is the other name
Of sustamned drvmne acclivity.

It was a sceptre
And not an iron-rod,

In the hand of God,
In the silent funct10mng
Of the supreme Lord

He also discovered
It was a rope-tnck
Playmg w1th a rope
And not with 1ron-rod
That s1gnufies the power
All along his hfe
Sought by him.

The game is all over
With worldly despair and hope,
Tied over a lifetime
To a trcky rope

A fragment of the eternal force
An embodiment-
Soll, water, energy, air and empty sky
Ultimately engulf all
That are duly shaped
In a lifetime.

And there remams nothmg
To wm over the ultimate nothmgness
But to raise the hand above
And submit

MANAS BAKSHI
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IMPRESSIONS OF IMMORTALITY:
A REVIEW OF MONET'S LATE WORK

THE MEXICANS have a saymg about the state of culture m the Umted States· "Poor
Mexico, ~o far trom God and so close to the Umted States." Fortunately, we here 1n
Boston seem to be a step or two ahead of the rest of the country, at least on good
days The birthplace of American liberty, the home of Emerson and Thoreau, the first
spot Vivekananda set toot m the Americas-we hve m an atmosphere uphfted by
high ideas As I look out my office window here at Harvard, just down the street I
can see the block where the Sn Aurobindo Study circle has met every week for over
30 years, and to the nght stands the Boston Museum of Fme Arts (MFA) which often
bnngs us excellent things. The Museum's permanent collect10ns mclude an ongmal
George Nakashima char, cop1es of which are avalable through Harpagon mn the
Ashram, as well as a casket from the tomb of Queen Hatshepsut (767-656 BC)
whom we know was the Mother m a former buth This year we have also been
blessed by a stunnmg exhibition on Akhenaten, the great Egyptian Pharaoh who was
the first in the Western hem1~phere to worship Aten, the solar godhead, as the one
supreme bemg and creator of all life Surya m the Vedic tradrt1on

But still the most spmtually vibrant exhibit I have seen at the MFA was the
1etrm,pect1ve of Claude Monet's late work that came through town last wmter Even
now, a year later, I can vusual1se 1t as clearly as 1f I had just seen 1t yesterday.

The show covered the years 1900 to 1926 and gathered together pamtmgs from
around the world, some of which have not been rejomed smce they left the artist's
studio almost a century ago It was a well-orgamsed review that allowed one to gam
an mtimate msight mto the evolution of Monet's artistic thmkmg One passed through
a senes of rooms, each of which featured multiple renditions of one or two motifs that
the pamter ongmally worked on simultaneously In this fashion one was able to see
him expenment and mterpret a theme not only across several contemporary can
vasses, but also to follow the growth in his style across time Thus one proceeded
from naturalistic views of his gardens and Japanese bndge at Giverny in 1900 to
luminous appantlons of the Thames seen through London's mystenous fog c 1904,
to the emergence of his fascination with ponds and water hhes from 1906-1908 This
last penod marked a dramatic move towards abstraction and simplification of the
elements of composition and several of the best pieces glowed wth an aqueous
ethereal hght that came from some overhead plane, possibly the 1llumined mmnd or
even an mnturtrve mental inspiration hftmng up the aesthetic vital.

After these introductory salons one moved wIth Monet to Venice, c. 1910-1912,
where he returned to an earher more concrete style as he attempted to capture the
city's arch1tectmal splendour and umque quahty of hght However, upon his return to
Pans, his beloved wife fell 1ll and died a httle over a year later He had barely
recovered from this loss when his son suffered a stroke and eventually passed away as
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well Monet did not return to painting until 1914, when he retouched two views of a
Venetian palace. The deep mauve and violet hues of these canvasses were pregnant
with a burden of gnef and the curators artfully punctuated this dark passage m the
painter's lfe by stationing these two pieces at the end of a narrow, dimly ht corndvr
Thus one had literally to pass through a dark tunnel m order to emerge agam mto the
light

Yet what awarted one on the other s1de of thus troubled passage was a specta
cular rebirth As one came out agamn mnto large well-lit salons, Monet's canvasses
suddenly grew three or fourfold in size, stretching to 2 x 3 meters square, and
everything was re-imaged afresh. He pamted huge tree trunks, water hes the size of
melons, and these in free chldhke scumbles with intense hues of blue, green and
purple Art h1i>tonans have noted a sense of gratitude and JOY in these pieces, as well
as read echoes of the chaos of World War I mn their jumbled brush strokes. and these
qualities of consciousness are indeed there. However, there 1s also ~omethmg fresh
and dramatic from the standpoint of Integral Yoga, which 1s the fmt outflowenng of
a clearly psychc inspiration It 1s subtle but, as I rev1sated thus room on several
occasions, repeatedly I felt an inner opening to a very transparent pure and quiet
flame of aureate hght These pamntmngs marked Monet's spiritual renaissance and set
the stage for the sublime v1s1ons he was to complete a decade later

The following two halls lacked the same clanty and depth ot mspuation Tncy
represented, rather, a multitudinous exploration and working out of technical 1nno
vat1ons as the artist grappled with multiple mner and outer 1mpacts on hus hfe Here
one saw monumental visions of gnarled trees mtended to symbolise the endurance of
post-war France, and watched with angst and astomshment as Monet contended with
bilateral cataract operations After the surgery his images became diffuse and shot
through with almost gansh hues, and his palette shifted to electnc mmt and emerald
greens, fiery reds, oranges, ochres, and even mud browns He heaped on the pamnt m
sculptural daubs, rendenng his s1gnature brdge at Gvery almost as a model 1n
coloured clay In terms of techmque this penod, which lasted until the early 1920s,
certainly evidenced that difficult fus1on of spontaneity and disc1pline which only the
greatest pamters achieve after a lifetime of work-as, for mstance, one sees in
Cezanne's Mt Sainte Victores and Matisse's cut-outs Still, from the perspective of
Yoga 1t must be said that dunng this penod Monet's mspiration was often agitated
and unsettled

What ensued, however, was a leap m consc10usness so dramatic that, to the best
of my knowledge, it has no precedent in the history of pamtmg From about 1922
until his death in early December 1926, Monet laboured lovmgly to reahse an asp1ra
tion which he had been gestatmg for over a decade to create a physical space that
would be covered from floor to ceiling with images of light, wakr, and flowers He
wanted the vewer to be surrounded on all s1des by paintings and hus Intention was
that these should be vehicles for the viewer to enter mnto a deep contemplation of the
un1on between art, nature, and feeling Thus was to be hs final gft to the world, hrs
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own type of Yantra born of a lfetmme of self-cultivation
As 1 walked mto the first reconstruction ever attempted ofMonet's sacred space,

immediately my consciousness rose upward above the head and expanded honzon
tally mnto a vast resonatmg space. Around me, on all sides, stretched four immense
pamtmgs, each the size of an entire wall, perhaps 6 by 3 meters squared or even
more Each piece was a umque evocation of the same theme, namely, a diffuse
expanse of water m which subtly modulated reflections and movements of hght
enshrmed a dream of floatmg hhes. And these flowers were absolutely astomshmg,
qumtessenual, what Sn Aurobmdo might have called perfect perfection Large and
lone 1n a depth of s1lent hight, or clustering mn dnftmg formations of cloudlke
nebulae, to behold them was to witness the birth of delicate avatars m pamt; they
seemed to anse miraculously from a dnftmg sea of nummous potential and fulfll the1r
m1ss10n m the mystened fusion of the seer and the seen To contemplate these
blossoms was to fathom the imponderable, to vibrate on the border between the
formed and the formless, to soar mnto that magic space between the f1mte and the
Infinite which 1s the fount of all wonder.

The more I studied these subhme pamtmgs, the more I discovered there was to
study; 1t was as 1f each new percept1on was a revelation and yet only an mv1tat1on to
an even deeper exploration From the standpomt of colour and brushwork, these chefs
d'euvre are symphomc Monet casts an ent1re canvas m a particular palette, say, the
ruddy oranges and russet browns of a sunset on the water, or the soft pastels of
morning or deepening purple shadows of late afternoon-and then within that v1s1on
he elaboiates endless modulations Seemg from up close, one becomes absorbed m
the trance of hus loose rhythmic squiggles and the mus1cal progress1ons of colour har
momes Seemg from afar, one savours the umque aura and spell of each pamtmg, 1s
lost mn the play of hght on the water, swayed by the ethereal floatmg movements of
the hles, extended mto the unbounded enormity and s1multane1ty of the artist's all
encompassmg vista It was an emgma to me how Monet was able to hold these two
vastly different perspectives-the near and the farmn hrs consciousness s1multa
neously and mtegrate them mto a smgle umfied whole. I was also fascmated by the
complexity and flmd1ty of his creative process, for as I mspected the canvasses
carefully, I was surpnsed to fmd that he had fortified certain areas to almost a cent1
meter th1ck m the process of multiple and patient revs1ons, whale he left others as
thm as a smgle layer of pamt applied m a sudden and final msp1rat1on. How he knew
when he had amved at just the nght tone, shade, and stroke 1n each place was mexph
cable, but the fmal product bore full testimony to the fact that he did mdeed know.

From the moment I met Monet's magmf1cent hvmg meditations, I knew that
here, at last, was an art of consciousness itself. The effect these pamtmgs had on me
was extraordmary· withm mmutes of entenng his sanctuary, my entire subtle body
began to vibrate with a truly Yogc awareness All fatigue and vexation wth the
Museum's no1sy crowds melted away, and spontaneously my thoughts turned to Sn
Aurobmndo I remember vvidly on my first vus1t to the exhibit feeling Hrs presence mn
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that glonous last room, and I could not help but note in passing that Monet finished
these supreme works shortly after the Overmental descent in November 1926 It
occurred to me that he might have responded subliminally to the pressure of this
descent However, I also told myself not to indulge in insubstantial speculat10n

As 1f mn answer to these mnner musings the next morning, during med1taton, Sn
Aurobmdo's presence came to me in the form of his Yantra which sprang to life in
my mnner eye He descended from above, opening and actrvatmng mnfinuty mn every
plane and part of my being as He slowly plunged into the depths below my feet This
movement repeated itself continuously in med1tat1on for the next few weeks, and
during thus tmme I was fortunate enough to return twice to the exhbrt Each time the
crush of my hectic work schedule threatened to force me to forfe1t my ticket, yet
always at the last minute an unexpected opening came and c1rcumstances rearranged
themselves so as to allow me to go I had the intuit1on that 1t was Sn Aurobndo's
will that I meditate on Monet's paintings, and as I returned to the museum my
perceptions grew only more acute By the end I was certain that the mnsp1raton behmnd
Monet's late water lilies 1s fully Overmental and, moreover, 1t became qmte clear to
me that Sn Aurobmndo was present in those paintings. The atmosphere was un
mistakable-stepping into Monet's sacred space felt like stepping into the Ashram
How this was or came to be, I could not explain, but the expenence was so constant
and reliable that I could not deny 1t.

With much hes1tat1on, I finally decided to share my Impress1ons with a fellow
sadhak I thought he would say that I was imagining things, but to my great surpnse
he qmckly replied that Champaklal once had an expenence involving Sn Aurobmndo
while vs1tung Monet's gardens at Grverny 1n 1985 He directed me to the appropriate
passage from Champaklal' s memo1rs, which I read with utter astomshment. Here 1s
an excerpt from Champaklal's vs1on

Then this royal Being commanded me, "Wait here only. Do not move
even an inch from here. I shall be back shortly.'' On his return, he took me to a
place and explamned. ''This 1s my residence Here too, do not ask quest1ons
Discern on your own whatever you can. I shall d1splay to you my pamntmngs here.
Before that let me tell you something But then, no quenes from you After I
have disclosed to you everything, I shall take you to Sr Aurobmndo '

For a long time I lay in a condition of so-called deep sleep. But It was not
'sleep' as on earth. You will understand only when you yourself expenence 1t. I
had no mind to come out of this 'sleep'. But Sn Aurobindo aroused me in his
own way, and advised, 'Now you have to do two things F1rst, on earth there are
many children who are my own but only some of them are in search of my light.
Out of them very few know what my hght 1s For these children you do not have
to do anything As for those who are seekmg a new lght, staymg here only, you
have to gmde them in the same manner as I helped you to paint I myself am
doing this work. When you go on earth, you will see 1t 1n several places' " Then
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this fascmatmg form addressed me. ''Come, I shall now show you my pamtmgs
Try to fathom them as much as you can accordmg to your capacity. But do not
ask even one quest10n.'' On seemg some pamntmngs, I was simply overwhelmed
with JOY, and woke up I was bemg told, "S1ttmg on the lawn 1s not allowed." It
was clear to me that I was not supposed to see more-that 1s why this came Just
as an excuse

Later I came to know that the 1mposmg figure which I had seen was that of
the well-known French pamter Claude Monet ..

Needless to say, for me readmg about Champaklal's v1s10n at G1vemy was the
defm1t1ve conf1rmat1on of my own expenences with Monet's pamtmgs. I went away
from three v1s1ts to the Monet exhibit feeling both uplifted and hopeful about the
future of Western art, as well as humbled by the mystery and majesty of Sn
Aurobmdo's act10n. How httle we know about what Sn Aurobmdo does behmd the
ve1l.

In the year smce the exhibit, on many occasions I have conducted therapy m an
office that happens to have a large reproduction of one of Monet's water hhes c
1915, from the penod of h1s spiritual rebrth The pamntmng hangs nght above where
my patents s1t, so that I have 1t mn full view Several tames mn the muddle of a painful
sess1onand espec1ally when workmg through gnef-1 have felt a healmg psychic
aura emanate from the pamtmg and enter mto the patient, and then they fall qmet and
gather together some mner strength A subtle and beautiful remmder that the spmt of
this great French painter 1s still actrve mn the earth atmosphere

MICHAEL MIovIC

'A Vis1on of the Famous French Artust," mn Vsons of Champaklal, edited by Roshan and Apurva
Copynght D1vyanand Knpamdh1, 1990, 8 Sardarbag Society, Bardoh, pnnted by the Sn Aurobmndo Ashram Press,
Pond1cherry, pp 144-45



ON THE BEACH OF PONDICHERRY

Tms evenmg as I sit on the Pondy beach
And watch the bllows dancmng hugh and low,
Silvery waves, vymg and touchmg the beach,
I fmd your presence and my heart is agam aglow

Your commg with all grandeur on the terrace,
A few thousand souls from below lookmg upward,
Bowls of all hearts tummg to you for shower of grace,
Now as I look wthmn, I enjoy that event grand

A mystic balm is spnnkled all round from above,
A umque peace pervades and permeates allwhere,
My heart gets drenched profusely with love
As soothmg waves emanate from your face dear

Three decades have elapsed smce that Darshan day
And though long back you have left that august form
You have ever been with me m sun and shade
Mamfestmg m many a name and form.

As I sut pensively and look across the sea,
I hear your voice ''Commng'', "Coming". ''Commng''
The sweet v01ce is of much solace to me,
Indeed, hidden drvinuty 1t 1s revealing

You have taught me to love and aspire, 0 Divme,
And keepmg me consc10usly away from the mundane race
You have mysteriously vibrated thro' my spme.
Thank you, Mother, Thank you, 0 Grace
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THE ODYSSEY-AN ADAPTATION
(Contmuedfrom the issue ofMay 2000)

Scene 16

Odysseus: Seven years with Calypso I needed forgetfulness The men mn my care
were lost. All I had sworn to bnng home, but Helios was not bound by my vow So I
surrendered to the silken grace of Calypso. Her touch was so light yet 1t protected and
healed abysmal wounds of the heart (Looks at Calypso then turns back to the table
wth Nauscaa and others.) My memones of Ithaca weaved only mn and out of my
dreams. My homeland forgotten, my wfe an occasional vs1on, my son grows to
manhood alone Now I've given you all I possess, the tale of a man both cursed and
blessed by the gods, a man who would return to his kmgsh1p, now master of himself,
1f not of his home

Alcmoos Such a gift has surely no equal, but I can attend to your most present
needs, a ship, a crew, and prov1s1ons To Athena we will appeal for far winds.

Odysseus. Mighty king, great queen, mntrep1d daughter, the grace of the gods flows
undmmmm1shed through you. Your gfts I accept with the deepest of gratitude and know
that the gods will repay you m kind My kingdom regamed, 1ts nches restored me,
your generosity will live through a kmng who has studied your goodness

Ar@te Such 1s the wish of every true monarch, that his wealth can ennch and
empower his realm. You came on our shores and became part of our destmy openmg
our eyes to truths far beyond. Now receive the gift of the stranger, carrying what
wealth we can offer to those of your shores

Demodocus · Thus began the last lap of the voyage of Odysseus; Odysseus, whose
dream of Ithaca was at last to be true The barque was made ready for this captam of
captamns, who had commanded hrs ships with a concenrat1on so fierce that each sh1ft
of a sail, each pull of an oar, seemed to emanate directly from him. Odysseus, the end
of his journey mn sight. DId he stand at the prow to catch the first glimpse of h1s
home? Were his senses ahve to the change of the wmds, the motion of tides? Did he
cry out commands to a hearkemng crew to ensure the swiftest of passages home ?
No. he slept Ah I sleep. Sleep, who can torture, enlighten or soothe Sleep who
mocks at Death's arrogant gnp with each laughmg surrender to dawn. Sleep, whose
premature v1s1t had slyly loosened the knots from Aeolus's fat bag of wmds, now
allowed this crew to proceed unmolested, for Odysseus could now trust his fate
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Scene 17
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So he landed, not stepping ashore wth the prde of a kng, but delivered to Ithaca
wth the other treasures Alcnoos gave. When Odysseus awoke he was alone and a
mist covered Ithaca's shore Home at last, but poor Odysseus ddn't know he was
there I Then Athena took pity and came dressed as a shepherd

Odysseus. Kmd Str, can you tell me the name of this place?

Athena You've come well laden to a place of which you know nothmng You are m
Ithaca

Odysseus · If you were a god you could grve me no better gift.

Athena: You know something of thus 1sland 7

Odysseus · (remembering the needfor concealment) Once m my youth.

Athena Stop I I need no tales from the master of craft You are mepressible, an
everlastmg schemer I Indefatigable fabuhst. But .. you are nght to hide your identity
Ithaca has dangers m plenty for you, but from me you can conceal nothmg I am
Athena. (Odysseus s struck dumb, goes down on one knee She takes off her robe to
reveal her dentty.) I know more of your tale than even you do, for I see from a
height inaccessible to mortals, or. demigods, hke you

Odysseus I am descended from Hermes

Athena He told you?

Odysseus: On the mountams of the sun.

Athena. As you see, cunnmg and craft are your birthnght, these wide-rangmg
wandenngs your path Now knowmg your hentage face these mtruders, for quck
silver, though lovely, can be deadly as well Callmg on the powers given you by
Hermes, reclaim the kmgdom of Laertes, your father on earth. For now, we will hide
all your treasures, both the wealth of Alcmoos and your physical strength. These
(pontng) we wall put mn the cave of the Na1ads and your body we wall cover wth
rags (They do) I must warn Telemachus of a plot set agamst him. (Odysseus looks
startled) He will be safe I've seen you through many, much worse. But for now we
will see how to nd your house of these vipers and discover if a goddess can contr1
bute to Odysseus's tncks I'll take you to the home of your swmeherd. Eumaeus, a
servant who has ever been faithful to you. With hum and hus pigs you wll be very
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comfortable He 1s noble mn birth and m heart, though a slave to your house (They go
to a hut Odysseus takes the stance of an old man )

Scene 18

Eumaeus: Welcome Come sit by my fire

Odysseus How kmd I I'd heard strangers were not welcome near here

Eumaeus · All strangers and beggars are sent us from Zeus, but with Odysseus gone,
1n hus house they are scorned.

Odysseus But I bnng news of Odysseus himself.

Eumaeus: Don't they all? It's sometimes good for a meal Come, why tell hes? I'll
give you a meal without asking.

Odysseus: Swmeherd, I swear Odysseus will come.

Eumaeus By my lfe, I wish 1t were true, but thus talk always gneves me Please,
leave 1t for now. Accept hosp1tahty from the house of Odysseus through its lowliest
member That's me

Demodocus As they sat and they ate, Athena gmded the ship of Telemachus The
smtors were left to wait for their prey, while Telemachus found another way home In
his sleep she had warned hmm of the plot on hs lfe and sent hum to the hut of
Eumaeus.
(Telemachus enters as Odysseus and Eumaeus are eating. He stands still for a
moment Odysseus sees hm and slowly rises. Eumaeus looks to see who Odysseus
sees and turns to greet him, but there has been a moment ofslence )

Eumaeus. Telemachus, you do my home honour.

Telemachus. Your faithfulness 1s honour enough for one home. (Odysseus points to
hrs seat to.offer t to Telemachus.) No, old man, keep your seat. Eumaeus, please go
to my house and mform my mother that her son has returned. With the help of
Athena, I escaped death from the smtors (Eumaeus gasps) Once mn my home they
cannot touch me.

Eumaeus I wll inform Penelope (exts)
(Telemachus sts and Odysseus offers him food. He accepts t gratefully and eats as
Odysseus steps away out of the hut. Athena comes to Odysseus.)
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·Athena · He must be shown who you are

Odysseus He is young and he is beautiful Can he accept a father hke me

Athena You're not perfect, but you'll do. (She takes hs stck and rags.) After all that
you've faced you are afraid of your son? (She blesses hum) Now he'll thmk you a
god

Odysseus: Telemachus.

Telemachus. (startled) Who are you who came d1sgmsed as a beggar?

Odysseus A man A kmg. A husband A father.

Telemachus. The kmg of .. ?

Odysseus. Ithaca (A moment's silence and Telemachus goes down on one knee and
takes Odysseus's hand to kzss. Odysseus goes down also and embraces him.) Now
together we wll resume our lordship. (He rses)

Telemachus Father, you don't know what awaits you (He rses)

Odysseus Yes, I do

Telemachus. They are too many. Are there others who can help us?

Odysseus I know of two.

Telemachus Two? Agamnst so many ?

Odysseus Two who can give the power of hundreds Great Zeus and Bnght-eyed
Athena. With their help I faced even my son

Telemachus. Then your son will be there bes1de you and call on the heavens to be
worthy of that place. My mother can now fimsh her shroud and resume weavmg the
pattern of her hfe

Odysseus But you must not tell her yet. Even the breeze must not whisper "Ody
sseus'' For though the gods are the source of this work and are our protectors, yet
they will work through my tricks (Musc. They ext.)

(To be concluded)

NANCY WHITLOW



"AS IN A MYSTIC AND DYNAMIC DANCE..."*
As The Future Poetry 1s Sn Aurobmndo's answer to what poetry of the future would
be hke and what should be its role mn the evolutionary progress of man, so Savtr 1s
"The supreme revelation of Sn Aurobmdo's v1s1on "1 Human evolution has reached
a level of development dominated by external physical hfe. "The truer hght of God"
hes hidden m man, the 'burnmg Witness, our magic key'' 1s still 'concealed 1n h1fe's
hermetic envelope." No more can, therefore, the "vigorous presentation of external
action'' be a fit and adequate theme for the 1magmation of an epic poet. The theme of
the new epc 1s not to be thought-based any more, 1t has to be seen and much more to
be lved mn the mnmost as well as In the highest consciousness of the poet 1f poetry 1s
to reveal the 'drvmne potentialities'' of human life. The epic of the soul most in
wardly seen by an mtmt1ve poetry has to be the greatest poss1ble subject for the future
poet. Thus will reveal from "the highest pinnacle and with the largest field of vs1on
the destiny of the human spmt '' Such a supreme revelatory poetry 1s expected from
''some profound and mighty voice of the future.'' Breaking mnto ''another Space and
Time'' Sn Aurobmndo's Savtr 1s that mighty vonce of

the ep1c climb
Of human soul from its flat earthly state
To the discovery of a greater self
And the far gleam of an eternal Light 2

Such an epic adventure of the soul cannot solely be undertaken by man himself, ''not
any human endeavour or tapasya'' can itself do this; 1t needs the aid of some high
power of the spmt. In response to earth's asp1rat1on the D1vme Mother condescends
to incarnate herself and assures Aswapat1

One shall descend and break the iron Law,
Change Nature's doom by the lone spmt's power 1

This Incarnation 1s Savtn, the drvmne protagonst as Sn Aurobmndo proclamms m the
epc.

Book One, Canto 2 of Savtr contamns a magnificent passage about Savatn and
the God of love, begmnmg with "Near to earth's wideness, mtimate with heaven"
and endmg with "In her he met his own eternity." (The text 1s reproduced at the end
of the article ) The entire passage of 51 Imes 1s indeed a marvel of poetic creat10n
from the highest plane of msp1ration On bemg asked about the plane of msp1rat1on,
Sn Aurobmdo commented 1n 1936 "Thus passage 1s, I believe, what I might call the
Overmmd Intmtlon at work expressmg itself m something hke its own rhythm and

Savtn (1970), p 15
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language ''· Weighing the above comment with hs own later remarks m 1946 we
have further light shed on 1t by hum ''At that time I hesitated to ass1gn anything hke
Overmmd touch or inspiration to passages m Engh1sh or other poetry and did not
presume to claim any of my own wntmg as belongmg to this order .vs ·'. 1t seems
certam that this passage. would have been traced by him to the supreme source 1f he
had been pnvately asked about 1t agamn '' It 1s true that great poets mn the past have
occasionally uttered mn a hne or two the revelatory Word from overhead planes of
mnsp1rat1on, but not mn a sustamed manner as mn th1s passage of 51 Imes If read aloud
with nght mntonatuon as we chant a mantra, and 1f "our mner chamber's door 1s a httle
aJar'', the true mantnc effect shall come to the fore; our mmost bemg 1s then thnlled
with some unnameable JOY and we are uphfted and transported "to thmgs beyond"
This 1s a poetry which 1s Mantra of the Real, to use a phrase of Sn Aurobmdo. as 1f
the poetic energy from the highest plane of consciousness poured m a flood of Truth
and Vastness In the words of Sn Aurobmdo· ''The ordmary reader of poetry who has
not that expenence will usually not be able to d1stmgmsh but would at the most feel
that here 1s somethng extraordmanly fine, profound, subhme or unusual One who
had the hne of commumcation open could on the other hand feel what 1s there and
distinguish even 1f he could not adequately charactense or describe 1t.''7

The entire passage of 51 Imes 1s of this kmd It 1s not necessary to understand
the passage m detail m order to feel its magmficence,'' wntes K D Sethna ''The
phrases have an enormous weight of vs1on that stnkes us to our knees, as 1t were,
1mpressmg us with a fmahty we dare not question The rhythm has an overpowenng
fidelity to the mner thnll of the expenence suggested and symbohsed.. This 1s an
Overmmd actually holdmg all the magmtudes that are pictured; 1ts vIs1on 1s from
w1thm, composed of its own substance and ht up with its own vast v1tahty. As a
result the pictures are at once extra-immediate and extra-remote, they make an
impact upon our solar plexus as no mental reflection of mystical reahties can... " We
would fanl 1n our appreciation of thus poetry ''If we dud not thnll to the rapturous
wideness drowning all thought'' It 1s 1n th1s passage that Sn Aurobmdo's poetic
genius goes all out to buld up the portrait of the drvmne heromne. The ep1c s1mule
beginning with 'As mn a mystac and dynamic dance'' finds a pre-eminent place mn th1s
passage The mne Imes of this simile "are perhaps Sn Aurobmndo's grandest achieve
ment m mantnc poetry."9

To Sn Aurobmndo, Savitr 1s the 1carnation of the Drvmne Mother and she has
descended here with the consciousness and force of the supreme Mother. The D1vme
Mother "consents to be mamfest to her creatures" through Savtn1 so as to "break the
iron Law" and "unlock the doors of Fate'' Readmng these nme Imes m conJunction
with the last chapter of Sn Aurobmdo's mvaluable book The Mother will be very
profitable for the readers m apprec1atng Savrtr's drvmnuty and her muss1on. Sr
Aurobmdo wntes ''There are three ways of bemg of the Mother of which you can
become aware when you enter mnto touch of oneness with the Conscious Force that
upholds us and the umverse Transcendent, the ongmal supreme Shakt, she stands
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above the world1, and lmh the creation to the ever unmamfest mystery of the
Supreme Umversal, the cosmic MahashaktJ, she creates all these bemgs and contains
and enters, supports and conducts all these million processes and forces Indvdual,
1-,he embodies the power of these two vaster ways of her existence, makes them livmg
and near to us and mediates between the human personality and the d1vme Nature "10

The three ways of bemg of the D1vme Mother are mamfest mn Sav1tr too The s1mule
"A-, m a mystic and dynamic dance" descnbes the tnple aspects of her bemg's
drvin1ty

Transcendent, Savutr stands above all the worlds, "mt1mate with heaven", and
'"bears m her eternal consciousness" the supreme Truth " .contammg or calling the
Truths that have to be mamfested, she bnngs them down from the Mystery m which
they were hidden mto the light of her mfmmte consciousness. "u These Truths come
down inf!ltratmg through "Truth's revealmg vault" Whatever 1s transmitted by her
transcendent consciousness comes into "the prophet cavern of the gods" where she 1s
'Inspired and ruled from Truth's revealing vault'' Thus 1s Savitr's second state and
aspect of bemg. "The prophet cavern of the gods'' 1s the World of the Overmmd
gods Here the "nch creative beats" of her consciousness, s1gmf1ed by the phrase
"dynamic dance", and moved by ''Immaculate ecstas1es'', her Universal conscious
ness, give the Truth "a form of force in her ommpotent power". And 1t 1s when the
vault or lid of the Overmmd, s1gmf1ed by the phrase "cavern of the gods", 1s broken
that we overfly "the ways of Thought to unborn things'' Indrvdual, as the mncarna
t1on of the Dvmne Mother, Savtn ''embodies the power of these two vaster ways of
he1 existence, makes them lvmng and near to us and mediates between the human
personalty and the drvmne Nature.'' Thus state of Savtr's mdrvdual drvmnty 1s
de1>cnbed by the poet in several ways: "her body like a parable of dawn'', 'a mche
for veiled drvmnuty'', 'the golden temple door'. The s1mule brings out in mantrc
language all the three ways of her bemng's drvmuty Savtr 1s the "golden temple
door'', ·'the beautiful body of the incarnate Word'' that leads the seeker "to thmgs
beyond" mto "the prophet cavern of the gods" When the vault of this 'cavern' 1s
broken, the seeker overflies "the ways of Thought to unborn thmgs", to the Supreme
Mystery Here Sav1tn 1s the ascendmg ladder of Sn Aurobmndo's Integral Yoga,
taking us to "unborn thmgs"

Also, harbounng · 'the absolute power" in her "eternal consc10usness", Sav1tn
bnngs down the golden Truth from the Mystery, the "Truth's revealing vault" and
''pourmg down her lummous transcendences from their meffable ether and the harp
of life 1s fitted for the rhythms of the Eternal " Thus 1s described by the beautiful
expressmn "Immortal rhythms swayed mn her time-born steps." Here Sav1tn 1s
descending the ladder of Integral Yoga, brmgmg down the Truth from the heights
Thus Sav1tn 1s the double ladder, the World-Stair of Integral Yoga.

In this bnef pa1>sage of nme or ten Imes, with the grandest of Sr Aurobmndo's
s1mules. the poet not only describes the three ways of her being's drvmty but also
states her drvmne muss1on It 1s Savtn, the 1carnation of the DIvmne Mother, who
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alone can bridge the highest height of supramental Truth and the lowest abysses of
Matter. Her power and ''not any human endeavour and tapasya can alone rend the hd
and tear the covering and shape the vessel and bring down mnto thts world of obscurity
and falsehood and death and suffermg Truth and Light and Life d1vme and the
1mmortal's Ananda "13

"Interpretmg a recondite beauty and bliss", the smle proceeds with ''the Imes
of a s1gnficant myth tellmg of a greatness of spmtual dawns" which the epc 1s to
unveil.

Text of the quoted Savtr passage

Near to earth's wideness, mtlmate with heaven,
Exalted and swift her young large-v1s10ned spmt
Voyagmg through worlds of splendour and of calm
Overflew the ways of Thought to unborn thmgs
Ardent was her self-p01sed unstumblmg will;
Her mmd, a sea of white smcenty,
Pass1onate mn flow, had not one turbid wave.
As m a mystic and dynamic dance
A priestess of immaculate ecstas1es
Insp1red and ruled from Truth's revealmg vault
Moves m some prophet cavern of the gods,
A heart of silence m the hands of JOY
Inhabited with nch creative beats
A body hke a parable of dawn
That seemed a mche for veiled drvmm1ty
Or golden temple door to thmgs beyond
Immortal rhythms swayed mn her time-born steps,
Her look, her smile awoke celestial sense
Even mn earth-stuff, and their intense delight
Poured a supernal beauty on men's lves
A wde self-grvmng was her natrve act;
A magnanimity as of sea or sky
Enveloped with its greatness all that came
And gave a sense as of a greatened world
Her kmdly care was a sweet temperate sun,
Her high pass1on a blue heaven's equipoise
As might a soul fly hke a hunted b1rd,
Escapmg with t1red wmgs from a world of storms,
And a qmet reach hke a remembered breast.
In a haven of safety and splendid soft repose
One could dnnk life back m streams of honey-fire,
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Recover the lost habit of happmess,
Feel her bnght nature's glonous ambience,
And preen JOY m her warmth and colour's rule.
A deep of compassion, a hushed sanctuary,
Her mward help unbarred a gate m heaven,
Love mn her was wider than the umverse,
The whole world could take refuge mn her smgle heart
The great unsatisfied godhead here could dwell
Vacant of the dwarf self's impnsoned air,
Her mood could harbour his subhmer breath
Spmtual that can make all thmgs divme.
For even her gulfs were secrecies of light
At once she was the stillness and the word,
A contment of self-diffusmg peace,
An ocean of untremblmg v1rgm fire
The strength, the silence of the gods were hers.
In her he found a vastness hke his own,
His high warm subtle ether he refound
And moved mn her as mn h1s natural home
In her he met hus own eternity '

ASOKA K GANGULI
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CHILD OF THE FUTURE

THE CONCEPT OF 'CHILD' IN SRI AUROBINDO'S LITERATURE

(Contmuedfrom the issue ofMay 2000)

IN the hierarchy of gods also, Sn Aurobmdo differentiates between the young, 'later
gods' and the 'elder gods' In The Superman he says

The Titan would unufy by devounng, not by harmomsmng; he must conquer and
trample what 1s not hmmself either out of existence or mnto subservience In
Nature, since 1t started from drvs1on and ego1sm, the Titan had to come first, he
is here mn us as the elder god, the first ruler of man's heaven and earth Then
amves the God and dehvers and harmomses."4

In Love and Death Cupid is the 'child god' who wrestles with Death who 1s the
established elder god of ngd order Through Ruru, Cupid succeeds mn shakmng
Death's apparently mnvmncIble throne. S1mlarly, 1n Perseus the Deliverer Poseidon 1s
the god of the 'elder world' "where barbarous ntuals are essential" Athene 1s one of
the 'mild and later gods' who bnng love, hght and harmony

Andromeda mn Perseus the Delverer 1s regarded as a child and an immature idle
babbler of 1mposs1ble and impractical 1deals Praxulla, her nurse, thinks that Andro
meda would stop the idle talk and understand the Truth of thmgs when she grows
older. To this, Andromeda replies·

I'll not be older'
I will not understand!

In Andromeda, Sn Aurobmdo opposes childhood to adulthood wherem the former 1s
not the precursor of the latter and the latter 1s not the natural development of the
former They are opposite ideologies The childishness of Andromeda 1s much hke
the boyishness of Ruru where ngduty, fear, selfishness and conformity do not ob
struct openness, wider thoughts and feelmgs Unhke the rest, Andromeda 1s not
surrounded by a shell of national pnde, racial supenonty, frozen articles of faith and
empty presumptions of class which stifle and suppress the breath of the spmt In both
pleasure and pamn, she identifies herself with the whole world and understands by a
higher reason, above the hm1ted ego Her love 1s untamnted by any compromise with
the perversities of practical, lower lfe The elderly world mvolves adaptat10n to the
ex1stmg norms, double standards, while Andromeda's 'childish' world stnves to
question, contradict and transform the adult world It 1s m this sense that Andromeda
retains her childishness, her 'vrgmn purity' tll the end Goddess Athene sees that th1s
child has the compass1on of a 'mother's heart' She adopts Andromeda as her child,
to gmde and help. Andromeda 1s the V1rgm, the pure and flexible bemg, the tender
child who 1s not stiffened and set m the world mould.
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In this drama of the world where the forces of Light and the forces of Darkness
have a constant battle for supremacy, some humans, by virtue of the1r qualities, act as
vehicles or channels for these superhuman or subhuman powers To become a perfect
instrument of the spmt and bear the descent of the higher forces successfully is a part
of man's evolutionary programme It needs a sincere, conscious and total surrender It
is in this ~ense that Perseus and Andromeda become the children of Athene. On the
opposite s1de. Polydaon becomes the instrument of Poseidon and a channel to the
elder god's bloodthirsty regime

The concept of the perfection of the body, life, heart and mind to smt the descent
of the Supreme Force and deserve the gmdance of the Supreme Mother, appears
through all the works of Sn Aurobmndo and culminates in Savztrz. The valiant Marathi
warrior Ban Prabhou 1n Ban Prabhou 1s called 'Mother Bhavam's child'. So too, the
Norwegian hero Enc finds himself an instrument mn the hands of Freya, Mother of
Heaven In Satyavan, this process reaches its perfection

In Vasavadutta, Sn Aurobmndo uses many epithets like royal child, eagle's child,
father's child, etc The portrayal of King Mahasegn, Queen Unganca and the1r
daughter Vasavadutta dramatises the different ideas of parenthood which Sn
Aurobmdo expresses in War and Self-determunaton

"The child was 111 the ancient patnarchal idea the hve property of the father, he
was hrs creation, hrs production, hus own reproduction of himself, the father, rather
than God or the umversal Life in place of God, stood as the author of the child's
bemng, and the creator has every nght over his creation, the producer over his
manufacture ''6 Kmng Mahasegn 1s a typical patnarch, a 'Titan', and Vasavadutta 1s
hs 'Pup1l' who can always grasp hus thoughts and says mm1tally

Father, thy w1ll 1s mme, even as 'tis fate's
Thou grvest me to whom thou wilt, what share
In ths have I but only to obey?7

As a contrast to Kmg Mahasegn's ideology, Queen Unganca treats the child as a soul
with a being, a nature and capacities of his own who must be helped to fmd them, to
fmd himself, to grow mto the1r matunty, mto a fullness of physical and vital energy
and the utmost breadth, depth and height of his emotional, mtellectual and spiritual
bemg. The growth or mner evolution of Vasavadutta from the 'father's child' and the
'eagle's child' to the mother's child covers the whole play Queen Unganca treats
Vasavadutta, who 1s m the pnme of her youth, as a 'babe' and calls her so. Vasava
dutta 1s a babe as she has not yet learnt to thmk and act by herself, because she 1s at
an impress1onable age and 1s ruled by outs1de forces She belongs to the 'atav1st1c'
penod of 'girlhood' as per the descnption of Sn Aurobmdo 111 The Human Cycle, for
he says that this penod considers the body and physical hfe as of utmost importance
and 1s rnled by mstmcts Vasavadutta considers herself 'older' than Vuthsa and thmnks
that she can 'play with him' and make him dance to her father's tune. But, as in all
the other plays, the youngster 1s the teacher and the elder 1s the taught With the
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arnval of Vuthsa, the soft-eyed youth, she passes through the 'fiercest sweet ordeal'
and all that she 'has thought and known' melts away and she is 'reborn' and she
blooms like a flower for its flowerhood and her nature's growth and heart's delight
and not to 'yield allegiance to the clear-eyed selfish gods'

Vuthsa is described as the 'royal child', the 'luxurious boy', a 'golden marvel
lous boy' m whom young Nature's 'Infant powers' are drvmnely shaped He 1s a
'tender boy' as soft as 'summer dews' In The Synthesis of Yoga Sn Aurobmdo says
that the gnostic soul is the Child but the 'Kmg-Child' and rt dwells mn Ananda
Vuthsa, who 1s the 'royal child', 1s thus gnostic soul He 1s the express1on of the 1deal
poet and artist mn man who can seize the secret s1gnuficances of the Universal Poet and
Artist, the drvmne creator The truth he seeks is the truth of beauty, the soul of beauty,
the supra-rational beauty In The Human Cycle Sn Aurobmdo says.

When 1t can get the touch of this umversal, absolute beauty, this soul of beauty,
this sense of its revelation m any slightest or greatest thmg, the beauty of a
flower, a form, the beauty and power of a character, an action, an event, a
human life 1t is then that the sense of beauty mn us 1s really, powerfully. entirely
satisfied God 1s Beauty and Delight hidden 1n the varation of hs masks and
forms "

Vuthsa finds beauty and delight in everythmg around. He say<; 'war 1s beautiful' and
has desire for 'every woman and for none' He fmds JOY m bowmg to Gopalaca's
des1gns and Vasuntha exclaims that Vuthsa gives himself to all and all are hrs and
seeks each thmg m its own way Vuthsa finds the earth to be honey which he should
taste before ascendmg to 'other sweetness on some rarer height'

Vuthsa's suprarat1onal ecstasy seems a colossal madness to the ranonal minds.
He commands a wider lufe, a larger existence and a happ1er soul-state He 1s the true
emotive soul, the real psyche which is 'a soul of pure love and delight', 'free from the
actions of the Pranuc or des1re soul'. He shows the real function of Prana which 1s
enjoyment-an inward spmtual Ananda by real mwaid possess10n and not outward
seizmg. He is tender and easily manageable only because he has a knowledge of hrs
real self and hrs surroundmgs. In senous issues, he 1s a 'Wrestler with dangerous
earth' and refuses a compromise. So, Vuthsa, the 'royal child', 1s truly the gnostic
'kmngchld'

(Concluded)
B VARALAKSHMI
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THE VEDIC VISION
(Contmuedfrom the issue ofMay 2000)

BuT when we examme the spmtual history of the world this act or movement of
sacrfce took two distinct paths with very different spmtual results One 1s the path of
absolute renunciation by which the ''lower" hfe of the body, hfe and mmnd 1s totally
rejected and condemned mn an exclusive pursuit of the ''higher'' life of the sp1nt. The
other path 1s the path of self-grvmng and surrender mn which the hfe of body, vital and
mmd 1s not demed or rejected but offered as a sacnfice to the drvmne powers of the
spmt so that they may be remoulded and transformed by the hght and power of the
spur1t and participate mn the higher hfe of the spmt The result of the path of renunc1a
t1on 1s a gradual shnnkmg and ultimate demal of the actrvtes of the mmd, hfe and
body for the sake of an exclusive mndrvdual salvation mn the pure sp1rt The result of
the path of self-gvmng and surrender 1s a gradual and mtegral expansion, fulfilment,
perfect1on and divine partic1pat1on of the powers of the mmd, hfe, body and soul, or
mn other words, the whole bemg of man 1n the higher hfe and nature of the spmt. The
path of sacnfice followed by the Vedic sages belonged to the second category

The path pursued by Vedic seers was not a path of renunciation of hfe but a path
of self-grvmng and surrender None of the act1v1t1es, powers and enjoyments of the
body, lfe and mmnd are rejected mn an ascetic spmt but all are offered to the gods so
that they are 1llummed, punf1ed and transformed and made mto a fit vehicle and
chanot of the gods

The Veduc ntual of sacrfice 1s an expressrve symbol of the inner psychological
process of the Vedic Yoga It s1gmfles the hghtmg of the mner fire of aspiration,
Agnt, mn the altar of the heart and pounng mnto 1t as oblations all the actvrt1es of our
body, hfe and mmnd It 1s sad m the Vedas that Agm receives all the offenngs of man
to the gods, nses to heaven with them and bnngs down the gods and their bounties to
man It means that 1t 1s the mnner psyche fire of spmntual asp1raton which with all the
mner and outer actrvties thrown mnto 1t as oblatons, nses mward and upwards to the
land of the gods and calls them down with all their hght and force mnto the conscious
ness of man.

Ths 1s the mnner significance and process of the Vedic sacrifice Yayna What are
the fruits and results of Vedic sacrifice? Light m the mmnd, Energy mn the vitality and
Joy mn emotions and sensations are the three bountes for whch the Ved1c sages
prayed and received from the gods. These are the fruits of the Vedic Yajna which the
Vedic sages consistently hymned mn the symbohc figure of the Cow, the Horse and
the Wme, Go, Ashwa and Soma In the symbolism of the Vedic mystics go and
ashwa, cow and horse represent the two aspects of the d1vme consc10usness· hght and
energy or knowledge and force And Soma 1s the mystic wme which flows mto the
spmtually prepared, 1llummed and punfied human vessel from the supreme Dehght
"Mayas" mherent 111 the one eternal Existence, Ekam Tat Sat
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The other important quest10n regardmg the Vedic spmtuality is whether the
Vedic 1deal 1s purely mndrvudualstic or has a collective d1mens1on. To answer thus
question we must have a clear understanding of the Vedic vision of human Society.
Here also we have to get behmd the symbolic language of the Vedic sages. The
symbolic image of the Purusha Sukta conveys the idea of human society as an
express1on of the divine Bemng marchmg ahead with Brahmana as the Mouth,
Kshatn1ya as hus Arm, Vanshya as hus Thghs and Shudra as hs Feet It wll be beyond
the scope of this essay to enter mto the details of the psychological and spmtual
s1gn1ficance of thus Vedic concept1on of society. In bnef the central 1tu1ton behind
thus Vedic concept1on 1s that human society or soc1al organ1sat1on must be a faithful
outer expression of the mner psychological orgamsation of the human bemg Brahma
na, Kshatnya, Vaishya and Shudra represent the four psychological faculties m Man
and their self-express10n m society-Brahmana represents the faculties of mtelhgence
seekmg for knowledge, Kshatnya the faculties of will seekmg for power, strength and
mastery; Vaishya the faculties of emotions and vitality seekmg for mutuality and
harmony, and Shudra the faculties of the physical bemg and its natural urge for work
and service Based on thus mntuutuon human beings are class1fied mnto four psycho
logical types and human society orgamsed accordmg to their correspondmg self
express1on mn the collective hfe of man But these psychological powers 1n man and
the human types they represent are themselves expressions of the correspondmg
cosrmc and spmtual powers of the drvmne Bemg. Thus to make the whole of human
society a direct and consc10us expression of the fourfold powers of the creative
Godhead mn Man 1s the Vedic soc1al 1deal.

So the Vedic sages never shunned the society but lived within 1t and actively
gmded and shaped its hfe, ideals, values and mstitutions Most of the Vedic sages
lived a full and rounded life with wife, farmly and children and pursued both the
spiritual and worldly lfe without any confhct between them. As a Vedic seer says 1n
a bold mmage 'I enjoy both heaven and earth as a man enjoys hs two wIves '' The
Vedic seers made no sharp distinction between the spmtual and secular hfe. The life
of the world 1s a symbolic image of the hfe of the spmt, a distorted image perhaps,
distorted by the ignorance and falsehood and crookedness of the human consciousness
but still an expression of some truth of the spmt and not an 1llus10n, Maya If this
''crookedness'' mn the world can be made "straight" then the world and human hfe
can become a lummous, perfect and progressive expression of the powers of the
spmt, the gods And the way to make the life of the world 'straight'' 1s not to reject
1t but to offer 1t to the gods. So the Vedic path 1s not a path of renunciation but a
spontaneous, Joyous and child-like acceptance of life and the offenng of all the mner
and outer actrvut1es and enjoyments of life to the gods so that the whole of human hfe
becomes a consc10us expression of the spmt.

Thus the Vedic ideal of spmtual man 1s not a world-shunnmg ascetic or a
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monk but the Rishi, one who has hved and transcended the hfe of the world He has
realsed mn hmmself the mtegral spmtual consciousness which knows not only the
highest truth of the Spmt but also the deepest truth of Life and therefore can provide
a much better and wiser gutdance to the society than any "expert" of the world As
Sn1 Aurobmndo, a modern RIsh, explains the Vedic 1deal of the RIsh1.

''The spmtual man who can gude human hfe towards its perfection is typ1f1ed
m the ancient Indian idea of the Rish, one who has hved fully the hfe of man and
found the word of the supra-mtellectual, supramental, spmtual truth. He has nsen
above these lower hmitat1ons and can view all thmgs from above, but also he 1s m
sympathy with their effort and can view them from w1thm, he has the complete mner
knowledge and the higher surpassmg knowledge Therefore he can gmde the world
humanly as God gmdes 1t d1vmely, because hke the Dvme he 1s mn the hfe of the
world and yet above it ""

This 1s the reason why Ind1an culture gave the highest respect to the Rush and
viewed the spmtual man as the best gmde not only of reltg1ous ltfe but also of secular
hfe As Sn Aurobmdo explams further the deeper truth and significance of this
trad1tonal Ind1an respect for the R1sh1

''The Indian mmd holds. that the R1sh1, the thmker, the seer of spmtual truth 1s
the best gmde not only of the relgous and moral, but the practical hfe. The seer, the
Rush 1s the natural director of society; to the RIshi he attnbutes the 1deas and guiding
1ntu1tons of his crvlsat1on Even today he 1s very ready to gve the name to anyone
who can give a spirtual truth which helps hus life or a formative 1dea and mnsp1rat1on
which influences rel1g1on, ethics, society, even poltcs Thus 1s because the Ind1an
belteves that the ultimate truths are truths of the spmt and the truths of the spmt are
the most fundamental and most effective truths of our existence, powerfully creative
of the mner, salutanly reformative of the outer ltfe "1

The later developments m Indian yoga moved towards a gradual loss of the
dynamic and mtegral spmtual v1s1on and ideal of the Vedic sages and culmmated m
the philosophy of 1llus1omsm and the ideal of a hfe-denymg renunciation. Somewhere
dunng the post-Upamshad1c era an overwhelmmg attraction towards this ideal of ltfe
negatmg renunciation, preached by great and powerful mmds ltke Buddha and Shan
kara took hold of the spmtual and cultural mmd of India. This led to a sense of
world-weariness among the best mnds of the age We can very well 1magme the
subtle psychological damage wrought on the collective ltfe of the people when the
best mmds of the society lose the motrvat1on to work for the creative regeneration and
transformation of ltfe, preach a gloomy gospel of Maya and look forward to the
forest, monastery and the mountamn-top as the fmal station of ltfe or the d1ssolut1on of
mndrvdualtty mn a hfe-denying spurt or void as the highest aim of ltfe And the result
of this unfortunate development 1s that the collective ltfe of the c1viltsat1on lost the
positive psychological motivation and the creatrve force needed for its regeneration
Ths 1s one of the maJor causes of the declme of India For example Sisirkumar Mitra
pomts out m his 1llummatmg study of Indian history that m the heyday of Buddhism
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m India, many of the young, educated, intelligent and talented Kshatnya princes,
attracted by Buddhist teachmgs, handed over their kmgdoms to mcompetent hands
and became monks. But the greatest loss is the fhght of spmtually illummed souls
away from soc1etyInstead of remamnmng wthin the community, l1ke the Vedic sages,
as pillars of hght and gmdance for the moral and spmtual regeneration of the
collectuvtty And the result 1s that human society lost the transformatve light and
force of a power beyond mmd, the power of the Spmt, the only power which can
transform human h1fe.

So the path to the regeneration of Inda hes 1n recovering the Vedic vis1on and
1deal mn all 1ts integral1ty mn thought and practice and giving it a new form suitable to
modern condt1ons.

(Concluded)

M s SRINIVASAN
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REFUSE TO BE ENTERTAINED BY VIOLENCE
How do we buuld a peaceful world? This question demands an answer. The causes of
war are many: economic, poht1cal, social, ethmc and rehg1ous But most people
would not mclude telev1s1on among them Let us look at the entertamment mdustry,
movies and televus1on 1n particular, and notce the amount of volence that 1s offered
as entertamment. If the general pubhc watches v10lence mght after mght, year after
year, the world will be a v10lent place

In order to understand the connectIOn 1t 1s important to review the nature of the
mind The mind of man 1s hke a computer; what you put mn 1s what you get out.
''Energy follows thought '' You may beheve that you are responsible for what you do
but not for what you thmk The realty 1s that you are responsible for what you thmk
because what you thmk determmes what you are You cannot change yourself by
changmg your behaviour and keepmg your old thoughts But you can change your
mmd, and this 1s where real change comes from Your mental world 1s the only thmg
over which you have complete control

Are thoughts a subtle form of matter? The problem with v10lent images on
televs1on 1s that they combine thought and emotion, which gives the 1mage more
power Listen to a v10lent TV programme from the next room and notice the role of
mus1c mn controllmng your emotions The audience 1s played with hke a puppet on a
string Do you fmnd that honourable? When the TV show 1s over and you turn 1t off,
these thoughts are still with you Did the expenence make you a better person? How
many years will you carry the memory of those images around with you?

It 1s an old saymg that the hand that rocks the cradle rules the world. If tele
vs1on 1s the modern day babysitter, then the quality of the 1mages determines man's
destmy. Should we be teachmg our children that v10lence 1s an acceptable solution to
the problems of life? The subconscious mmnd accepts whatever 1s offered to 1t 1f 1mpres
sed with repetition and mtense emotion ''As a man thmketh m his heart, so 1s he.''

Mankmd 1s halfway between an ammal and a god Violence 1s a part of the
ammal world and therefore an mtegral part of man's past War was the constant state
of prim1trve man; peace 1s the measure of the advancement of crvlsaton Freewill,
or the ab1hty to choose, 1s humanity's most precious possess1on. When you choose to
be entertamed by VIOience you are strengthenmg the ammal nature w1thm you. When
you refuse to be entertamed by violence you are treading the path of d1sc1plesh1p. A
disciple 1s someone who consciously works on himself The path of discipleship 1s
also called the path of punf1cation. At some pomt m the evolution of consc10usness
the md1v1dual chooses to weed out the elements of the ammal nature hke anger and
fear, and begms to bu1ld into hs consciousness the drvmne qualities hke non-injury
and compass1on The journey from seaweed to drvmnty 1s 1nev1table. You cannot
change the destmation, but you can choose to go qmckly or slowly, to go forward or
back Drvmne consciousness 1s your mnhentance, but to make the Journey you must
leave the ammal nature behmd
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Habut 1s one tool that human1ty can use to 1ts advantage or disadvantage.
Everyone who has learnt to play a musical mstrument or a sport knows the value of
practice and more practice If you make 1t a habit to practise your music one hour a
day you will improve If you watch violence every day you are tunmg your mnstru
ment to resonate with violence Is thus what you want? Discipleship 1s hard work
because 1t entals becoming conscious mn areas of hfe that previously were uncon
scious Habit can be consc10usly used to speed us along toward our goal. Be a
disciple, turn off the TV.

MICHAEL VIRAT

N B If you are a Master/Teacher, use the TV for progress m creative poss1b1ht1es of
the spmt

-RYD.
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SOCRATES'S DEFENCE-LAST STATEMENT
WHEREFORE, 0 Judges, be of good cheer about death, and know this of a truth-that
no evil can happen to a good man, either m hfe or after death. He and his are not
neglected by the gods, nor has my own approachmg end happened by mere chance
But I see clearly that to die and be released was better for me, and therefore the oracle
gave no s1gn. For which reason also, I am not angry with my accusers, or my
condemners; they have done me no harm, although neither of them meant to do me
any good, and for this I may gently blame them.

Still I have a favour to ask of them. When my sons are grown up, I would ask
you, 0 my fnends, to pumsh them; and I would have you trouble them, as I have
troubled you, if they seem to care about nches, or anythmg, more than about virtue;
or if they pretend to be somethmg when they are really nothmg,-then reprove them,
as I have reproved you, for not canng about that for which they ought to care, and
thmkmg that they are somethmg when they are really nothmg And if you do this, I
and my sons wll have received justice at your hands

The hour of departure has amved, and we go our ways-I to die, and you to
hve. Which is better God only knows.

(From Plato's Apology, translated by BenJamm Jowett)
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MEMORY AND TIME AS PROCESSES OF
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS

SRI AUROBINDO deals exclusively with memory, time, ego and self-consciousness 1n
chapters VIII and IX of hus work, The Lafe Dvne Particularly interesting 1s hus
relating time to memory and self Memory makes us go back in time, and depending
on the past experience helps us infer the future Both memory and time are subjects
relative to our mmd; 1t uses the faculty of memory to process knowledge Mind,
through memory, 1s also able to experience the self The object of these chapters 1s
neither the study of mind nor that of memory, 1t 1s rather that of knowing oneself,
self-consc10usness through the events of memory in tmme; 1t 1s the self-experience of
man or self-consciousness. We shall consider in this essay, m1tially, memory and time
and mn the later part their synthes1s 1n self-consciousness

Memory

Memory 1s greater. without memory men could think and know nothmg. . As
far as goes the movement ofMemory, there he ranges at w11l.1

Although modern man 1s bound to accept as self-evident that the element which
holds personahty, the psychological integrity, of a person through the different stages
of his temporal hfe 1s memory, yet one must admit that memory 1s a mere faculty to
process our mental activity It 1s, therefore, possible to admit that nature could have
selected some other process mstead However, the select10n of a process 1s adopted
because of its utihty, its ab1hty to produce certain effects. Therefore, Sn Aurobmndo
says:

The real truth of things hes not in their process, but behind It, in whatever
determines, effects or governs the process; not in effectuation so much as in the
Will or Power that effects, and not so much in Will or Power as in the Con
sc1ousness of which Will 1s the dynamc form and mn the Bemng of whuch Power
1s the dynamic value.°

Memory, in other words, does not constitute personahty, its value hes in its utlhty;
''It 1s s1mply one of the workmngs of consciousness as rad1aton 1s one of the workings
of LIght.''· Our mmnd 1s endowed with many powers and processes that enable 1t to
deal with Self, World and Nature Memory belongs to 1t in this class of processes
Nonetheless, memory 1s an important process of the mmnd; 1t 1s of great utility in the
assessment of our conscious existence People wth certamn degradation or disability
of the brain, for mstance Alzheimer's disease, lose the powers of memory. Conse
quently, their awareness of the surrounding world decreases; they are unable to attend
to the simplest mental tasks of recogmzmg their own close relatives, they even forget
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their own names. On the other hand, m children, the memory 1s cultivated as they
grow and their mtelhgence 1s measured by its sharpness and efficiency.

The two most important uses of our memory are the determmnat1on of our self
and that of our expenence. Memory helps to assert one's self through the passage of
time. That I remain my own self yesterday, today and tomorrow helps keep my
identity mtact:

By memory Mmd can only know of Itself m the past, by direct self-awareness
only m the moment of the present, and 1t 1s only by extens1on of and mference
from thus self-awareness and from the memory which tells us that for some time
awareness has been contmuously existent that mmd can conceive of itself m the
future.4

However, memory 1s woefully lmmted, 1t can stretch back, very often rather sketchily
mto the past of the self but ends abruptly at mfancy; hkew1se the extens10n mto the
future too 1s limited to only poss1b1litres, hence, uncertamn But one baffling charac
ten1st1c of memory 1s that 1t uncannly convmces itself of its contmuance mto eternity.

Time

Two are the forms of Brahman, Time and the Timeless.'

However faltenng may be the visuahzat10n of our memory about time, yet one must
adrrut that through 1t we have concepts of time, a memory of an extended penod m
which events take place. This perception of time through our expenence of events
that occur mn a given duration helps us to infer a time devoid of duration, that 1s, the
concept of eternity or timelessness. But one cannot say for sure, dependmg on
memory or denvmg from memory, that what we amve at about eternity 1s not a mere
calculation of the rrund reflectmg on the past or not a hallucmnat1on or not an error m
Judgment of transfemng the element of perpetmty of the umverse to our own selves.
There 1s a senous problem m understandmg time

In fact, 1f we look at the mmnd's concept of this eternity, we see that It comes
only to a contmuous succession of moments of bemg m an eternal Time.
Therefore 1t 1s Time that 1s eternal and not the contmuously momentary con
sc1ous bemng °

The sc1entufic generation of today 1s brought up on the categones of space, time, mass
and velocity. Time 1s a relatrve measure mn these quantitative terms Naturally, 1t 1s
not possible to concerve something whose negaton 1s not s1gnficant. Eternity or
timelessness 1s not quantifiable m the known categones The problem hes mn the fact
that our mmd 1s unable to prove eternity or timelessness All that we can evidence 1s
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what happens mn the temporal occurrence of events Eternity is beyond the sphere of
mmnd Our mmd 1s limited, 1ts knowledge 1s condtoned by experience of the present,
memory of the past and mference of the future

If real existence 1s a temporal eternity, then the mmnd has not the knowledge of
real bemg for even its own past 1t loses mn the vague of oblrvon except for the
Huttle that memory holds; 1t has no possess1on of 1ts future which 1s withheld
from 1t 1n a great blank of ignorance; 1t has only a knowledge of its present
changmg from moment to moment 1n a helpless succession of names. forms.
happenmgs, the march or flux of a cosmic kmes1s which is too vast for its
control or 1ts comprehens1on ?

Thus our mmnd, basically, 1s ignorant, "an Ignorance fleeting through Time and
catchmg at knowledge mn a most scanty and fragmentary fashion",8 then how can we
claim that 1t can gam true knowledge? Let us assume, for a while, that there 1s a
supreme knowledge beyond mmnd and beyond time, hence, one that has m its imme
d1ate comprehens1on past, present and future Knowledge has the consciousness of
bemg m beyond-time, whereas ignorance sees Itself mn time. Our mind 1s time-bound,
charactenzed by ignorance which vapours off as we become self-conscious m knowl
edge. The more we discard ignorance the more self-conscious we become; the more
self-conscious we become the more silent we become to the ways of ignorance and
time. We would then realize that duality such as mmnd and body, multiplicity such as
found m the world of thmgs, consequences of space and time such as functonmng of
the umverse, all of these will dissolve and one would attam supramental knowledge:

Knowledge 1s the mherent power of consciousness of the timeless, spaceless,
unconditioned Self whch shows 1tself mn 1ts essence as a unity of bemng, 1t 1s th1s
consciousness that alone 1s real and complete knowledge because 1t 1s an eternal
transcendence which 1s not only self-aware but holds mn 1tself, manifests, on1gr
nates, determmes, knows the temporally eternal successions of the umverse 9

Self

This 1s he who is that which sees, touches, hears, smells, tastes, thmks, under
stands, acts mn us, a conscious bemg, a self of knowledge "

Our mnd, however imperfect and ignorant, 1s able to have a glimpse of the self mn the
expenence of the present moment, the self-consciousness, in the immediate field of
space and time It uses memory, 1magmnaton and thought processes to know about
thmgs beyond the immediate moment of expenence But the self is not a device of the
mmd. The self is stable consciousness that does not divide time mto past, present and
future The self 1s timeless We can become conscious of thus self when we withdraw
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ourselves from not only our act1v1t1es 111 time and space but from our mmd itself It 1s
when our mmnd 1s stulled and silent about the happemngs of memory, space and time,
when 1t 1s 1ested from conceptual actrvaty related to these, that we become aware of a
self-s1Jffic1ent and self-abolished self But the real self 1s yet to come, that 1s more
stIIL 1mmob!le and actronless than the self-consc10usness

The 1eal self 1~ the eternal who 1s obviously capable of both the mob1ltty m
Tnne and tl:e 1mrriob1ltty basmg T1me,-s1multaneously. otherwise they could
not both exist, nor, even, could one exist and the other create seemings This 1s
the supreme Soul. Self and Bemg1' of the Gita who upholds both the immobile
and the mobile bemg as the self and lord of all existence.12

This supreme Self 1s Sr Aurobmndo' s metaphysical principle that supports the self
conscious self Tune. memory, space and time, knowledge and ignorance play their
part m the apparent fleetmg realtty He says that tmme 1s a bank that uses its expe
nence to make the surface mental self-expenence as the present at all times and
further accumulates and saves the subsequent expenence as deposits for the future.
Our self. 111 realty, 1s the supreme Self merely playmg with ignorance and stnvmg,
tlme and memory and trymg to get all the delights of the adventure of self-discovery.

DANIEL ALBUQUERQUE
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ENTERING THE HALL OF LOGIC
IN the records of the rocks, there are no logical fallacies found. Blessed was the age
when there was no thought for there were none to think that 1t was not Not half so
bad as ours was perhaps that twilight mterval when thought was dawnmg on man
Then one day very much hke the man who first saw his own face mn water and
wondered. man began to see hs own thought and reflect on it The trouble began, of
which we still bear the burden and which we delight m relaymg to others However,
one who bears the burden, earns the honour

It must be very easy to give a defmn1ton of Logic Otherwise why should there
be scores of defmit10ns? We shall not mcrease the number by one. Suffice 1t to say
that Log1c analyses our thought. Log1c does rt with no therapeutic motive Bemng less
philanthropic by nature, Logic does 1t for 1ts own sake Indeed Logic analyses and
deals with only the vahd forms of thought (the existence of valid thought however is
not bemg postulated)

Now, when we thmk, we thmk about thmgs In Logic 1t is not the thmgs that we
are interested m That is the busmess of any other branch of science. In Logic we are
concerned with our thoughts of thmngs These thoughts of thmgs are the thmgs of
thought mn Logc. It 1s for thus reason that Log1c 1s sad to be the subject of 'Second
Intention'

We express our thought through language. Here we are not concerned with
esotenc thought. the 'thoughts of more deep seclusion' as the poet says Such
thoughts may mdeed be above language We are here concerned with thoughts that are
expressed m language. We know that language is necessary to express our thoughts
to others. and what is important for us 1s not only to thmk, but also to express 1t to
others. In language we use words to express the obyects of thought The first feelmg of
necessity that anses m the mmd of any resolute analyst is that we must be absolutely
clear about what the thmg 1s that we are talkmg of. This bnngs m its trail the demand
for every word er term to be well-defmed An undefmed term carnes no s1gmf1cance

Let us see what may be the consequences of such a pious demand. Suppose Mr
R A. (Resolute Analyst) opens a book on Logic The first lme of the Book runs thus:

''In the begmnmg of our study of any exact science we must first know what we
are gomg to study ''

Mr R.A might have been elated to fmd that his faith 1s shared by the author
But bemg true to his name he feels dejected to find that the author makes no attempt
to defme the terms, for example, 'begmnnmng'. 'study', that he has used. but passes
smoothly on to the next statement
'It 1s extremely difficult to answer thus queston ''
How very extremely difficult 1t will be for gentle Mr R A to sail through this

fresh storm of undefmned words Now, 1f we all resolve not to pass a smgle word un
less 1ts defmn1ton 1s gven, we shall be creating a cnsrs for ourselves Let us see why

The f1r'>t ~entence of a book must contam the first occurrence of a word, say. x
467
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Then this word there 1s either undefined or 1t may be that the scared author begms
with the defin1ton of x. But x cannot be defined m terms of x and therefore the
defm1t10n must contam some other term y that 1s undefined So m every case we find
that the first sentence of the book 1s bound to contam at least one undefined word. It
1s no good 1f the author hastens to the pubhsher with a request to arrange addmg a
new sentence at the very begmnmg For even then the book will have a begmnmg
sentence which, for the same reasons as stated above, wdl contam at least one
undefmed term and therefore the sentence will reqmre to be preceded by still another
The process will go on for ever Even 1f we agree that the defimt1on of a word may
take place after the word then too we shall face an mfm1te regress, a type of which we
encountered JUSt before. Erstwhile the book could not begm, now 1t cannot end And
no pubhsher under the good liberal sun 1s going to publish a book unless precisely
these two conditions are fulfilled.

Bemg rational creatures, as we all claim to be, we must set ourselves to over
come this trouble For this we have to take cogmsance of certam facts.

We use language to deal with any subject that we may have under cons1derat1on
The language itself does not enter mto the subject-matter. We should agree that we
are endowed with an mtelhgent language Askmg questions about this language will
not be a part of the language that 1s bemg used to discuss the ongmal topic. Suppose
we are d1scussmg a certam topic T and usmg much of a language, say L If we reqmre
to say something about th1s language, then for that, thus language L becomes the top1c,
and the language L used to discuss L has nothmg to do with the ongmal topic T With
respect to T, L may be called, as 1s done mn the present day, the meta-language.

Another aspect closely related to this language 1ssue 1s that a proposition m a
language can talk of this or that, but cannot talk of itself. Indeed many paradoxes
anse from violations of thus bas1c principle. A well-known example may be cited here

We open a book at page 120 and mn the thirteenth lme of the page find the
sentence

"The thirteenth lme at page 120 of this book 1s false.''
What should we conclude? We know a proposition can be either true or false Let

the propos1t1on, which we denote by p, be true Then we seek for such a lme at such a
place which must be false We fmd there sentence p itself. So p 1s false. On the other
hand 1f we suppose that p JS false and proceed as above then we shall amve at the
conclusion that p 1s tue Thus here we meet with a proposition wh1ch is such that if 1t
is true then It IS false, and If It IS false then It IS true. We have to mfer therefore that
though p JS grammatically a sentence, 1t really 1s not a proposition. But what 1s wrong
with p? Why do we cancel its membership from the Assocaton of propositions?
We do this because though p hoodwmked us for a moment 1t was found out to be
talkmng of itself, whuch 1t cannot (It 1s for thus reason that even the propos1ton p and
the proposition 'p 1s true' are to be treated as two different propos1t10ns, though they
may mean the same thmg )

(To be concluded)
ASHOK KUMAR RAY



SETHNA: THE PROSE WRITER

IN DEFENCE OF THE NEW MYSTIC POETRY

(Continuedfrom the issue ofMay 2000)

MYSTICAL and spmtual poetry should not be equated wth rel1grous poetry There Is
not much of tradition behmd the true mystic poetry wntten by Sn Aurobmdo, Sethna,
Nirodbaran, Deshpande and others. While defendmg and clanfymg the essence of this
poetry, Sethna throws hght on the techmque and substance of the new mystic poetry

But can mystical and spmtual poetry that is deeply dyed mn the unknown be ever
simple? No matter how bare and straightforward the style and how ordmary and
current the words, will not a certam lack of s1mphcity result from the very
nature of the expenence embodied-an expenence whuch 1s a play of figures
and values remote from ordinary vts1on, rare and elusrve to normal thoaght,
sublime or subtle ma way that 1s not seizable by common percepuon')

(The Thurkang Corner, p 138)

Sethna is obviously defendmg the language of the new mystic poetry, whch 1s full of
unfaml1ar words and fantastic compound words Francis Thompson 1s not the trad1
tion behmd this poetry·

My crtuc offered me phrases from Francis Thompson as examples of vrvd
mystical vs1on But to be authentic mystc1sm, one's 1mages and metaphors
have to be ahve with a subtle mner reahty. Francis Thompson has that "ahve
ness" m many of his poems, but I am afraid the phrases quoted to me were poor
mys1c1sm: theirs 1s a vividness that holds nothing subjectve or subtle. To call
the stars ''the burnmg fru1tage of the sky'' 1s to convey no spmtual height or
depth, no hunt of the DIvmne-1t 1s only a beautiful and concrete image, a vas1on
no doubt, yet not any glimmer of the beatific vs1on-1t is merely a poetlsmg of
the ordmary man's wonder without even an appreciable qmver of the ordmary
man's worship

(Ibd. pp 139-40)

Th1s 1s how Sethna different1ates between tradntonal mystic poetry and the poetry of
his own school He does not hst the charactenstlc of his own poetry m the above
passage, yet his negative cnt1c1sm of Thompson contams the clues to the nature of the
new mystic poetry The 'subtle mner reality', the true ·subJect1ve', the 'hmt of the
Drvmne', the 'ghmmer of the beatific vs1on'a ll these pomnt to the achievement of a
Sethna or a Deshpande or a Nrodbaran

The new mystic poetry uses compound words profusely and quite naturally and a
469
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quesnon is raised about the ability of such compounds. Sethna's self-defence runs as
follows

Parucularly the compound of abstract nouns was condemned Well, even such
compounds may be qmte hv111g 111 their context but appear half-dead when or
om of 1t The concrete 1s preferable on the whole to the abstract, yet all words 111
poetry cannot and need not be concrete 111 connotation. Abstract compound:-,
must not be Judged by a companson with concrete ones nor must they be asked
to impart by themselves any colour to the poetry-they must be taken suz
geners, and 111 their own class what counts 1s pomt, power, sonority, rhythmic
subtlety

(find, p 142)

Sethna connnues 111 his exhaustive manner 111 order tu show the d1st111ct10n between
fngidity and the real express1ve element Then he passes on to a very apt example

A compound of any kmnd must not only represent, 1t must reveal, m order to be
ot paramount quality A fan example 1s 1n a !me I read the other day

The uger wIth hs fire-whipped mde,

where the urgent ferocity of the tger s suggested no less than hs tawny colour
and stnped appearance In mystical poetry the subtle nuance 1s all the more
reqmsite m a compound And so long as it is there, either 111 the paired words
themselves or by association with their context, the frequency of compounds
must not be obJected to Of course, a plethora of them 1s hardly advisable, but it
is not always easy to cry "Too much I"

(Ibd, pp 142-43)

That 1s the essential surplussage of the new mystic poetry, which is a rhythmic
voyage of self-discovery. And 1t 1s the Sp1rt from w1thmn that dictates and disallows
the bran-mmnd to mterfere with the spontaneous efflux. Apart from the many com
pounds, the ornamentation of mystic poetry 1s another debatable issue. Sethna argues
mn favour of ornamentation, which 1s not a luxury but a necessity. Fmally, he goes on
to explamn what mysticism really means and how 1t rs misinterpreted by cntcs. The
Drvmne 1s not a ''remote man1ty''

GourAM GHOSAL



SRI AUROBINDO-THE SOUL OF INDIA

( Continuedfrom the ssue of Aprl 2000)

WHILE the nch content and revolutionary message of the Arya have already been
discussed mn the earler sections and chapters, 1t may be appropriate to say a wold or
two here about Sn Aurobmdo's prose style,-more particularly about tne Arya ~tyle
He was forty-two when the first issue of the Journal came out on 15 August 1914. and
already he was a master of many languagesclass1cal and modern. Weste1 n and
Indian-and of diverse realms of knowledge as well Pnmanly a poet. he had turned
his hand to bnlhant Journalism 111 Calcutta and found 1t equally easy to cultivate verse
or "the other harmony of prose"

If any one takes a total vew, 1t wll be noticed that his prose wntmgs cover a
penod of almost sixty years of ceaseless literary activity The "New Lamps tor Old"
and the Bank1m Chandra articles mn Indu Prakash mn the early 1890s, the ea1tor1al
and other contrbutons to Bande Mataram, Karmayogn and Arya. the letters
thousands of them-to the d1sc1ples, one who views all this vanegated opuience ot
wntmg can have little doubt that he 1s confrontmg a born lord of language. fo1 Sn
Aurobmndo scattered words freely; at once with prec1s1on and lberatty, he ts both
valuable in appearance and compact m effect, and hrs wntung, wIth 1ts effortless ease,
has the native force of Nature itself There 1s not, of course, one ''style'', but many
''styles", each with its sufficiency and appropnateness Samuel Butler once said that
he never knew a wnter who took the smallest "pams" about his prose Nevertheless,
1t would not be far from the truth to say that Sn Aurobmdo's most character1st1c
means of self-revelat10n 1s a polyphomc style that recalls English masters of the
ornate like Burton and Browne and Lamb and Landor at different times, but 1s m fact
su1 genens, a style which Arjava (J A Chadwick) named "global", descnptive of
the range of thought as well as the manner of commumcatlon Indeed the Arya
style-the style of The Life Divine, Essays on the Gita, The Synthess of Yoga and
the other massively weighted and strkmngly 1llummnatmng sequences1s truly
"global" Sn Aurobmndo wrote m 1947 to a d1sc1ple about the epithet "global"
'I heard 1t first from Arjava who descnbed the language of Arya as expressmg a
global thmkmg and I at once caught 1t up as the nght and only word for certam
thmgs, for mstance, the thmnkmng in masses which 1s a frequent character1st1e of the
Overmmd.'' 1

Madam Gabnel Mistral has correctly noted that Sn Aurobmdo's wntmgs present
''. the rare phenomenon of an exposition clear as a beautiful diamond without the
danger of confoundmg the layman '' She cogently adds ''S1x foreign languages have
given the Master of Pond1cherry a g1ft of co-ordmnaton, a clanty tee trom gaudiness.
and a charm that borders on the magical We have before us a prose wnuch
approx1mates to that of the great Eckhart, German classic1st and fountamn-head of
European mystic1sm'' ''These are 1deed 'glad tudmngs' that come to us to know
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that there 1s a place mn the world where culture has reached its tone of d1gmty by
umtmg m one man a supernatural life with a consummate literary style, thus makmg
use of his beautifully austere and classical prose to serve as the handmaid of the
sp1rt '?

In The Advent of Apnl, 1951 N Pearson has tned to show how well the 28
chapters of the first volume of The Life Dvne have been orgamused; four chapters
each to the three pnnc1ples-Spmt, Soul, D1vme Nature-then four chapters to
Supermmd, one to each of the three pnnc1ples-Mmd, Life, Matter-of the Lower
Nature Pearson further sees this mtemal orgamsation "symbolised" in the ancient
occult sign of the pentacle (or double tnangle) enclosmg a central sequence'' which 1s
also Sn Aurobmdo' s symbol

Of the mayor works, only The Life Dvne was fully revised, amplified and
reorganised before publcat1on mn book form, and naturally 1t has a rounded structure
and an mcandescent fimsh that some of the other prose sequences lack.

The Life Dvne 1s, 1n fact, vus1on and expenences rendered mnto inspired
language and, without some rapport with such a world of mtens1t1es and radiances, all
cavalier attempts at mere understandmg must fail Here 1s a random sample 'Infimte
bemg loses 1tself m the appearance of non-bemg and emerges m the appearance of a
fmnrte Soul, mfmmte consciousness loses 1tself mn the appearance of a vast mdeter
mmnate mnconscence and emerges m the appearance of a superfcal lmted conscious
ness ''1

Sn Aurobmdo began wntung the Arya mn 1914 The Mother said that "It was
neither a mental knowledge and nor even a mental creat10n which he transcnbed· he
silenced his mmd and sat at the typewnter, and from above, from the higher planes,
all that had to be wntten came down, qmte ready, and he had only to move his fmgers
on the typewnter and 1t was transcnbed. It was mn th1s state of mental silence which
allows the knowledge (and even the express1on) from above to pass through that he
wrote the whole Arya, wIth 1ts sxty-four printed pages a month. Thus 1s why, bes1des,
he could do 1t, for 1f rt had been a mental work of construction 1t would have been
quite impossible." The Mother said. ''That 1s true mental spontaneity . "4

The comprehensive Supramental Mamfesto for the future--comprismg the plea
for change, the programme of sp1ntual evolution (or revolution) and the promise of
md1v1dual, social and terrestnal transformation, evolvmg man, collective man and
global humamty-the grand mamfesto had been broadcast m all its sovereign ampli
tude and self-sufficiency

Owmng to the ex1genc1es of the war, circulation of the Arya had been largely
confmed to India and the French edition was-for the same reason-short-lived And
even mn Ind1a, how many were really w1llmg to impose on themselves the contmuous
mtellectual stram that Sn Aurobmdo demanded from them? No doubt, the Journal had
1ts receptive (f l1muted) audience mn whom the seminal 1deas took root Espec1ally the
young men read 1t with av1d1ty and thought that the Arya really spoke to them, that 1t
tned to deliver a new message to the world, that its supramental mamfesto was of
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Immense consequence to humanity's future. They didn't perhaps understand all that
the Arya said, but what they understood was enough to make them thrill with the
mtimat10ns of that new revelation and to sense with a wonderous new surmise, a great
future for man and the world

(To be continued)

NILIA DAS
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SECULARISM IN SEARCH OF A MEANING

SECULARISM 1s brand1shed a great deal mn thus country, but 1ts precise meaning 1s never
clear. Is the refusal to grve a concrete meaning dictated by mnherent amb1gutties mn the
word? Or, 1s 1t a deliberate public policy to perpetuate confusion by allowmg Its
meaning to remamn mn the arena of pohtical polemics rather than become hable to be
enforced as a prmc1ple of governance?

When the leaders proclaimed, after mdependence, that the ed1f1ce of the state
would be raised on the pnnc1ple of seculansm, this could have meant one of two
thmgs That the state would start restructuring soc1ety mn a manner that the secular
pnnc1ple estabhshed m the European context would be translated mto Indian social
hfe Or that the state would be run on the pnnc1ple of tolerance Had the sense m
which the development of India <was to be earned out been clanfed, we would have
been spared a great deal of calumny that has been v1s1t1ng us for a long time m the
name of seculansm. This was not done

One possible reason was that there were sharp differences of perspective among
the leaders over what seculansm should mean Gandhi was bold enough to adrrut that
seculansm could be relevant to India only mn the sense of tolerance and accornmoda
t1on and equated the secular onentat10n m the Constitution to sarvadharma sama
bhava (equal treatment of all rehg10ns). Nehru wanted the choice of secular1sm as an
ideology of the Constrtut1on to act as a lever on the state to promote the kmd of social
transformation which Europe had undergone mn the course of its secular Journey As
he mcreasmgly realised that an effort mn th1s direction could at best be a self-defeatmg
exercise, Nehru abandoned the advocacy of the European type of seculansm and
equated seculansm mn Ind1a to 'equal distance from all rehg1ons ''

Cntcs of the secular credo m India have generally focused on precisely the
ground that was either left open or imperfectly defined by the architects of new India
On the traditional1st and religious fundamentalist s1de, critics have clammed that
the secular idea as enshrined mn the Constitution undermines relg1on or negates
its positive role m ordenng hfe. On the secular liberal side, cntlcs have faulted
secular1sm for 1ts foreignness to the distinctly mndngenous gemus wh1ch rejects the
dichotomy of the rehg1ous and secular or encompasses both w1th111 a common frame
work for hfe

Both sets of criticismstrad1tonal1st and relgyous fundamental1st as well as
secular liberal-are widely off the mark mn that they take the European concept10n of
secular1sm and plant 1t on the Ind1an sol merely mn order to attack 1t. Their crttcIsm
of the secular credo that India claims to espouse would have been wholly Justified had
the political leadership exphc1tly said 1t was the European conception that 1t was
adopting and wished to follow m Inda Thus 1t never did because either the dec1s1on
would have been strategically wrong or 1t would have been rejected rght at the start
On the contrary, the architects of Ida's future left the precise connotation of
secularism (and hence also the idea that 1t was the European-type seculansm that
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they proposed to follow m India) largely undefmed. Under the circumstances, the
mountmg cntic1sm of secularism on grounds of its foreignness or its negation of the
positive dmmensons of rehg1on 1s httle more than a kind of shadow-boxing.

Takmg a practical view. 1t would appear that leavmg seculansm largely unde
fined and nether rejecting nor accepting the idea that the state would function on the
pnnc1ples which had become estabhshed smce the nse of secular 1deology mn Europe
was after all not a bad strategic choice The amb1gutty allowed secularsm to be
accepted widely among the different social and rehg1ous commumties Of course, the
readmess for acceptance of seculansm, the speed with whch 1t was accepted and the
reasons that prompted the acceptance vaned across social commumties and groups.
For example, seculansm found relative readmess among a large body of Hindus nght
m the begmmng

Muslims and other groups were mutually sceptical of what secularsm mght
entail and whether the state was actually senously committed to upholdmg 1t. They
preferred to wart and watch Then they rejected 1t, clammmng that 1t carred the
potential to deny them a basis for the preservat10n of their cultural d1stmnctrveness and
rehg10us mtegnty Fmally, they recognised the positive role of seculansm and have
been usmg 1t to advantage wherever possible. There may be no clear recogmt1on as
yet among the Mushms that the claims of the secular state and society impose hm1ts
and they cannot simply take 1t as given but have a responsibility to play a role to
strengthen It They are enthusiastic in demandmg that the state and others act m a
secular fash10n, but are reluctant to ms1st that seculansm be adhered to when
members of their own commumty act m ways which seem to undermme seculansm
Even so, secular1sm 1s seen by most Muslims as a positive feature, mn marked contrast
to a growmg section of Hindus which 1s mclmed to reject seculansm on the ground
that 1t does injustice to the Hindu historical her1tage and turns an ''ep1stem1c error
mto a political blunder.''

Amb1gmty over the precise meanmg and content of seculansm may have been an
advantage to begm with, but 1t does not promise to remamn so mn the future It 1s being
turned fast mto a cover to dislodge seculansm from its place. Fundamentalist groups,
no longer confmed to any particular social or religious commumty, are trymg to play
upon this pers1stmg amb1gmty to enlarge the spaces for their operations and are
suggestmg their own ideologically surcharged pomts of view as alternatives to secu
lansm Under the circumstances, the need to defme seculansm and put a pos1trve
content mnto 1t so that 1t will remam capable of holdmg the 1magmation and allegiance
of the people mn the long run has become 1mperatrve.

While relg1on at the mndvdual-personal level 1s slowly losmng ground, 1t 1s
mncreasmngly bemng transformed mnto a collective asset People see religion as a source
of their self-defmmutuon m a world where their 1dentuty both as mndrv1duals and as
groups or communities 1s constantly being threatened by developments at the national
as well as global level Therefore, while they might not be devout practitioners of
religion on an mdiv1dual-personal plane, they like to retam the mtegnty of religion as
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the bas1s of a dustmnctrve commun1tan1an 1dentuty and flash 1t mn obvious ways to
demonstrate that they are part of a larger social or rehg10us community which has a
viable existence of its own. They are more than ever mnclned to come out 1n
demonstration of a sense of soldanty whenever any 1nut1atrve on the part of the state
or a similar group appears to threaten or undermme their communitanan identity.

People are unwllmng to concede ther religious faith and commun1tan1an self
identificauon to the state, but they also expect that what communitarian self-identi
ficaton they choose to project should not exercise a determmmg mfluence over their
lufe chances They want the ch01ce to uphold their rehgion m both the pnvate and the
public domamns and to stuck to their commun1tan1an self-1dentafcaton without direct
mterference from the state or other social and rehgious communities At the same
tame, they 1ns1st that irrespective of their relg1on and communitaran self-1dentf1ca
t1on, they should enjoy equal access to assets m society, economy and the polty
They are contendmg that the present dispensation of seculansm has acted to the
detnment of some groups and the advantage of others and this is tantamount to a
negat10n of the secular credo as espoused under the Constitution.

Unless seculansm becomes an ideology and pubhc pohcy capable of ensunng
for a people so vastly different m their rehg10us outlook and world-view, equal
opportunrtres and access to soc1al and economic assets without their relgous fanth or
self-1dentuficaton workmng as a negatrve factor against them, we are likely to have
more and more of communalsm, conservatism and rel1gous fundamentalsm and less
and less of seculansm

IMTIAZ AHMAD

(Courtesy The Hindu, 31 July 1999)
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LT.-COL. GUNINDRA LAL BHATTACHARYA'S
KRISHNA OF THE GITA

A NOTE

I FIRST translated the Gita m 1947 The tenth canto was a text mn the Intermediate
Arts, and Sansknt was one of my subjects m St Xavier's College I did 1t mn
passionately rhymed Englsh verse The vers1on has, I think, some hustorcal value,
and, more, hystencal.

My love affalf with Hmdmsm's central sacred text contmued. I did three more
versions and, finally, the rendenng that became Fascicule 112 1n my projected 250
fascicule transcreatlon of the Mahabharata

The magmficent obsession mellowed (but did not dilute) when I had to teach the
Gita to American students who took my course m Indian Literature (Sacred &
Secular) m vanous colleges and universities between 1962 and 1990. I became a
pucca pandnt. I had to. I studied all the tzka-makers, ancient and modem I made a hst
of at least 12 different interpretations, from Tlak to Gandh1ju, from Radhaknshnan to
Mahesh Yogi to Chnstopher Isherwood, mcludmg the ''Terronst Gita'' of the Bengal
revolutlonanes who fought the Bntlsh with the Gita m one hand and a bomb m the
other (after all, Knshna does advise Arjuna to fight, doesn't he-and on the battle
field too7)

I thought I knew all there was to know about the Call on Kurukshetra I met my
Waterloo mn Lt.-Col Gunmndra Lal Bhattarcharya. Imagme a m1htary man teachmg a
punct1hous professor a much-needed lesson 1

Here then 1s the thirteenth Interpretation-and what a splendid one. At one fell
stroke, Lt.-Col. Bhattacharya goes beyond the pious pashas, the ngid ntuahsts, the
vague v1sonanes, the prayerful pacifists, the romantic revolutonares, the meditating
maha-nshis, the Kshatnyan cracktroopers, and the sthztapraJfia fence-sitters.

The Gita may be any or all of these, he seems to say, but above all 1t 1s a gospel
of personal commitment Personal-A[]una not as Pandava, not as Kshatnya, not as
Indraprasthan or Hastmapuran, not even as Hmndu (whatever that means) Karma
Yoga, Joana Yoga and Bhakt1 Yoga are all labels Labels don't lead to truth. Personal
struggle does "Reiect all dharmas,'' says Knshna to Arjuna "Follow Me.'' Now
that's a very dann~ near-dismissal of the Vedas and Upamshads, of Sankhya Yoga
and all the other contemporary alhed or contrary disciplines Knshna 1s nothmng 1f not
provocative and stlmulatmg.

The only ultimate dnscmpline, according to Knshna of the G1ta, argues Lt -Col
Bhattacharya, l1es mn me, myself. If I am not for me, then who 1s And if not now,
then when? And 1f not here, then where? Thus tremendous stress on man's ex1stental
predicament, and on man's ablty to comprehend and resolve 1t, wthout recourse to
external or adventtous ad, 1s what makes the Gita so special and so practical The
Buddha knew 1t well when he advised Ananda, 'atta h attano natho'' "Your self
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1s lord of yourself " There 1s no other lord-so be a lamp to yourself Walk alone,
and walk fearless If you go wrong, try again Be humble Be open Beware of truth
peddlers, solace-suppliers, pill-poppers of all kinds The beautiful yet terrible, the
temble yet beautiful thmg is that 1f you do not look after yourself, no one else wl]
They are all lookmng after themselves anyway, and have precious httle time for others,
be they strangers, relatives, or fnends

What 1s Arjuna to Krishna? Frend? Yes. The Nara 1s Krishna's brother-mn-law,
after all But are those the reasons Arjuna matters? Hardly "You are dear to me:·
says Knshna, because, finally and fully, Arjuna 1s walking alone, suffenng moral
ch01ce and gmlt on the battlefield of hfe-all by himself The others are secure and
small m their traditions and dogmas. Arjuna 1s helpless and magnificent mn h1s
pathetic solitary quest10mng and questmg.

They will wm the kingdom. Arjuna wll gam the hight of wisdom. As Krishna
says, yath cchas, tatha kuru. "You are free to choose ''

PURUSHOTTAM LAL

WHITE ROSES

Here s a book Whate Rosesof great s1gnficance It contams the letters
which Huta received from the D1vme Mother of the Sn Aurobmdo Ashram
durng the per1od 1955-1970 It wll brmng home wnth direct intensity to the
soul of humamty the hght, love, truth and peace that always emanated from
the DIvmne Mother The book also includes the relevant quotations which she
sent to Huta from Sn Aurobindo and herself
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DIPTI PUBLICATION. Sn Aurobmdo Ashram, Pond1cherry -605002 Phone (0413) 35067
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THIRD EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS
BY BHAKTIBEN SHAH

IN THE SRI AUROBINDO ASHRAM

Adorat1on
Adoration
Adorat1on
Adoration
Adoration
The Mother's Portraits
The Mother's Portraits

Bombay
Bombay
Pond1cherry
Bangalore
Delhi
Aurovlle
Pond1cherry

THE above 1s the hst of exhibitions held earher at different places The third exh1b1-
t1on of the Mother's portraits m Pond1cherry was held 1n Sr Aurobmdo Ashram
Exh1b1t1on Hall from 15 to 25 November 1999.

Here mn the Ashram silence beyond words takes charge of all those who come to
see these pamtmgs Movmg from one pamtmg to another and yet another, displayed
on the walls of the Exhub1ton Hall,-totally seventy-five vibrating pamntmngs, an
outcome of the seventy-five-year-old Bhaktiben's sadhana of several years,-the
vis1tors get lost mn another world Someone truly remarked. these are not the Mother's
portraits but embodiments of the Mother's lvmng presence The captrvatmng conscious
ness works throughout and maybe 1t could be the field of photography to record the
changes that take place m each ind1v1dual. After carefully observing the entire art
gallery, when they approach again the contriver of pamntmngs with their express1ons
mamfestmg something of the Mother's express1ons,-that must be the best reward to
the artist for her labour of Love·

The calm delight that weds one soul to all,
The key to the flammg doors of ecstasy (Savtr, p 6)

Several moods of the Mother contemplated through these pamtmgs help the
mndrvdual spectator grow in the atmosphere and v1brat1on of Her consciousness; one
indeed discovers some mner treasure mn one's own self

Paintings of the Mother's childhood, the Mother in beautiful Japan, Her first
meeting with Sn Aurobmndoan mnspured express1on of the artist's vIs1on,the
Mother's l1fe mn the Sn Aurobmndo Ashram, pamntmngs of Her Darshans on special occa
s1ons, Balcony Darshans are penetrating, are beyond words Sometimes a small black
and-wh1te photograph becomes instrumental m mspmng the artist to make enlarged
pamntmngs. Such paintings, painted with ms1ght and aesthetically presented and dis
played together so many at a time that none can resist or withdraw from the expe
rence which 1s captivating and unique. It seems as 1f the entire exhibit1on and the
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surroundmgs are surcharged with the Mother's powerful Force Sn Aurobmndo's
beautiful portrait on one wall mn the middle gallery seems to be pres1dmg over the
exhbtton. A unique express1on of dancers mn ecstasy on the opposite wall reveals the
msp1ration of the artist There are a number of pamtmgs to see and reahse thelf spmt

Made one with every mmnd and body and heart,
Made one with all nature and with self and God .

(Savtr, p 699)
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SRI AUROBINDO AND THE NEW MILLENNIUM

A REVIEW ARTICLE

WHEN K. D. Sethna's gradual withdrawal as the much-appreciated and even venerated
editor of Mother Inda became apparent, there were many m Aurobmdoman c1rcles
who asked the question who would or could eventually succeed him This question
has been answered. R Y Deshpande, who smce October 1996 1s 'assoc1ate' and de
facto editor of the still widely read Ashram penod1cal, once declared by Sn
Aurobmdo to be his own paper R Y. Deshpande 1s already well-known to the
readers of Mother Inda because of hs articles. A selection of hs 'reflections
and reviews', as reads the subtitle of his new book Sri Aurobndo and the New
Mllennum, 1s now available to a larger pubhc The book presents us with an all
round depiction of the personahty and the w1de-rangmg capacities of its author, and
wIth a mosauc of mn-depth views substantatmng the fundamental Importance of Sn
Aurobmndo and the Mother, m the present times of bew1ldenng evolution and revo
lut1on.

The author wntes 111 an 111troductory note ''The present book, a comp1laton of
diverse articles wntten over a penod of t1me, 1s an endeavour to have a multiform
glimpse of all that Sn Aurobmndo attempted and achieved mn his unceasing commit
ment to bnng that executive power of the Supreme which shall take full charge of the
evolutionary earth. The concern of the Avatar for this creation, the problem of the
1conscience opening 1tself to the sense of 1ts concealed dvunity, the recognton of
the role of death mn the process of transformation, and the poss1bl1ty of amval of the
new man who shall be the Truth's part1c1pative 111strument are some of the aspects
that have been touched upon Just m the1r essence.'' (p vu)

It 1s indeed no exaggeration to call the knowledge and mnterests of R Y Desh
pande wide-ranging. Not only does the elaboration of the subjects mn hs book bear
witness to a profound, life-long study of Sn Aurobmndo and the Mother, his wntmgs
show also an expert knowledge of the culture and hterature of India and a concerned
mnterest m things Western. He 1s, bes1des. a learned phys1c1st and a spiritual poeta
rather mfrequent combmation His volumes of poetry The Rhododendron Valley, All
zs Dream-blaze and Under the Ramntree are still 1 prnt, and he quite recently
pubhshed a new volume, tastefully brought out Pagng the Unknown. The poems are
sculpted signposts along the road of the 111ner exploration of a poet who uses his
talent with language as an mstrument of progress and discovery

The articles and reviews const1tutmg Sn Aurobmdo and the New Mllennum are
arranged mn four parts. The titles 111 the first part give us an idea of the contents 'The
Yoga of the Supreme', 'Before the Gods were Born', 'Earth 1s the Chosen Place', 'A
World's Desire' and 'The Commng of the Avatar' These essays constitute as 1t were
the foundation of Deshpande's vs1on behind the whole book Thus foundation he
prefers to build on the nch ore found mn Savtr rather than 1n The Lafe Dvne or other
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works of Sr Aurobmndo, for R Y Deshpande 1s one of the great lovers; and students
of the epic, which he characterises as ''the Agenda of the Supreme'' (p 45) HIs
Vasa s Savtr and The Ancent Tale of Savtr have a place on the shelves of every
S@vtr-lover

Although the subtitle of 'The Yoga of the Supreme' 1s 'The Tnple Sadhana of
Achwapat mn Sr Aurobmndo's Savtrr'. R Y Deshpande 1s very much aware that the
protagonist of the whole first half of the epic poem 1s none other than Sn Aurobmdo
h1mself In the Yoga of the Kmg, the explorations of the Traveller of the Worlds and
the gradual discovery of the Great Mother, Sn Aurobmdo describes, m the language
of a future poetry. hrs own experiences m greater detail than any yogi has ever done,
m ~pmtual and occult regions beyond anywhere any yogi has ever been As
Deshpande writes 'In Savtr the sadhana of Ashwapat1 1s really the great Creator's
Yoga 1tself (p 102)-the great Creator embodied m the supramental Avatar To
realise that Savitr 1s, among other things, the autobiography of Sn Aurobmndo and
part of the spmtual biography of the Mother 1s of crucial importance for people
turned towards Them For 1f one reads the f1rst pa11 of the epic as the story of
Ashwapatuwho rs named only once mn 1t-one perceives 1t as a symbol, whle mn
fact rt contains the record of Sn Aurobmndo's avatar1c effort, which indeed founded
the new mllenmum and of which the world 1s stull totally unaware

After having sketched mn 'The Yoga of the Supreme', the order of things and the
pers;pect1ve m which they will develop nevtably (a keyword of Sn Aurobmndo's),
R Y Deshpande examines the important and fascmatmg question of the ongmn of the
Gods and anti-Gods, who have been waging battle with each other since the begin
nmg of the umverse. as 1s told 111 all great myths of humankmd Here he uses a lot of
matenal provided by the Mother who stated that, according to the oldest trad1t1on still
surviving, the great Asuras were the 'first-born', and that they caused the manifesta
t1on to plunge. as rt were, into the dark counterpart of Sachchdananda, to rectify this
dramatic Fall and make the turn towards the drvmne Ongmn (which we call evolution)
poss1ble agamn. the Great Mother created the Gods. who therefore were the 'second
born'

In the essay 'Earth 1s the Chosen Place', the author examines an all-important
fact peculiar to the Yoga of Sr Aurobmndo and the Mother. that The1r tapasya
mn1t1ated the transformaton of the earth with the intention to establish a future drvmne
l1fe upon earth. not to escape to worlds or heavens beyond, which 1s the common goal
of all rehg1ous and spmtual practice This elementary aspect of the Integral Yoga, so
important for those who want to follow in Sn Aurobindo and the Mother's footsteps,
may be generally known, but the 11npress1on 1s that its portent 1s hardly, 1f at all,
realised And 1f the newness, the difference, the momentous importance of a Yoga
one professes to practise 1s not realised, one may eas1ly, even unconsciously, drvert
onto established paths. valuable in their own nght but a divine world away from what
Sr Aurobmndo and the Mother came to create

In 'A World's Des1re' we read "In the Puranas we often read about Pnthv1
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havmg fallen mto a state of sad phght She has been overpowered by the evil forces
and 1s about to smk m the ocean of darkness Pnthv1, the Earth who upbears this
multifold creation, goes to the abode of the Gods, on Mount Sumeru, and offers her
respects to Brahma and other Deities She tells them how the Daityas, the Sons of
DIt, the mother of DIvIs1on, have been afflicting her and causmng great havoc The
Gods hsten to her prayer and approach Vishnu, with a request to redeem the Earth
Vishnu comes as an Avatar and destroys the Dartyas Thus happened several times mn
the past" (p 115) This mterestmg bit of mforrnation from the Puranas also shows us
the thread running through the essays m the book' the need to bnng the dominion of
the Dark Forces over the world to an end, the task of the Avatar of the New Age (the
double-poled Avatar Sn Aurobmdo-Mother), the latest mcamation m the succession
of Avatars; and the spec1al importance of ths muss1on which will at last make an end
to the aeonic suffenngs ofMother Earth, Pnthvi, and render her and her superhuman
offspring drvme.

And so R Y. Deshpande wntes m 'The Commg of the Avatar'. "We may
therefore aver that the Avatar's commng 1s always to take care of all such senous
1llegrtmmac1es that surge up from the dark Ocean of Inconscience, sallam apraketam.
These are the real Cnses of Evolution and to handle them does the avataric descent
take place Only by handling them dvmnely can the ancient Path of Evolution be
really made free of misadventure, free of even the possibility of a collapse, 1t 1s the
Avatar who makes 1t safe for treading'' (p. 126)-thus time safe for all eternity m 'a
happy p1lgnmage' towards the Infinite This, mdeed, is the true 'never-endmg story'.

The first part of Sr Aurobndo and the New Mllennum also contams two
substantial poems formmg, as md1cated earher, an mtegral part of the mental and
spmtual seekmgs of the author 'The Protagonist' (also mcluded m Paging the
Unknown) 1s, roughly speakmg, written mn the epc Savitr-style and expresses the
author's ms1ght mto the task of the Avatar. 'Time's Opuscule', wntten m a style
remmdmg one of Sn Aurobmndo's matchless poem 'A God's Labour', relates the
progress of the avatanc adventure as re-hved and probed into by the poet In order to
give the reader a taste of Deshpande's poetry, I quote the first Imes of The Prota
gonst:

Was that the dream-prescient sleep
As though the bnght gods rettred
Behmd the gathenng dusk of deodars
When the throbbant green v01ces
Fell silent and when the brook
Withdrew mto a frozen trance,
As though the ages sped
Towards some mmmob1le timelessness.. ? (p. 90)

In the five articles constitutmg the second part of Sr Aurobndo and the New
Mllennum, R Y. Deshpande directs some 1llummnatung s1delights on the funda
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mentals expounded m Part One 'The Earthward Surge of Immortahty' begms as
follows 'Thus world 1s steeped m falsehood Will the truth take possess1on of 1t7
Thus world 1s wrapped mn folds of darkness Is there a poss1blty of the sun of dvme
1llummnaton penetrating into 1t? Thus world 1s under the sway of death Can 1mmor
tahty be made a lummous and endurmg foundation of its future? Dnftmg and adven
trve 1s the fate of the earthly creature and there are pam and suffenng m hfe Is this
All? And what about the promised feast of everlastmg fehc1ty?" (p 137) We know
this question to be present m many mmds, also of devotees and sadhaks It 1s one of
the ments of Deshpande's collection of studies, mns1ghts and reflections that he pomnts
towards Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother's answer to that quest10n, to be reahsed m the
new mullennum

A gem mn th1s second section of the book under review 1s the essay 'Apropos of
the Mantnc Poetry' Not only 1s this a valuable complement to what K. D Sethna and
of course Sn Aurobmdo himself have wntten about the mantra 1t 1s a fairly complete
treatment of the subject and as such reference matenal for all who are mtellectually
mtere:-ted m the Integral Yoga Equally enjoyable 1s 'A Bhaktu-Hymn of Dehght
-Rendenng of a Marathi Compos1ton of Sant Tukaram', the 17th century Marathi
samt-poet 'The Deep of Dehght', a poem on his expenence of Ananda, here
translated and commented upon by R Y Deshpande, deserves a place mn any collec
t1on of authentic spiritual poetry. Wntes the author "Tukaram's expenence of bl1ss 1s
as deep and hvmg as the deep of bhss he 1s descrbmng. All is bhss, bliss 1s all, bl1ss 1s
m all This 'transient and sorrowful world' has become a place of happy dwelhng for
the soul that has discovered the umty of all existence, 1t 1s no more a Keats1an 'nest of
pamn', but a house of the spmt where the hearth-fire gives warmth and hfe-ennchmg
energy.'' (p 197)

'The Mystery of Death', the openmg essay of the th1rd part of the book, starts
wIth thus surreally enchantmng paragraph. 'Once God sat under the Wash-fulfilling
Tee and bemused himself to have worlds of beauty, JOY, hght, truth, plenty And
these worlds sprang up mn the heavens of his happy moods They blazed hke bnght
flames mn the everlastmg honour of his creat10n. Havmg thus pleased himself with
these maJest1es he bemused agam and, then and there, soared a high towenng
bejewelled mountain-pile of which neither the base nor the bnght crown could be
seen And he bemused again and w1shed to de, due to himself In a moment shorter
than death and longer than time he became the Godly nothmg Yet he wished to be mn
many ways He chose death to be so. It was God's own death and therefore from the
creative pyre he wished to nse agamn, ke a phoemx of another splendour" (p 201)

Although his mam theme 1s about Sn Aurobmdo and the new mllennum, R Y
Deshpande never forgets the important role the Mother played not only as the v1S1ble,
actmg head of the Ashram, but m the development of the Yoga Judgmg by what has
been wntten about Her up to now and by the way one has wntten about Her, 1t 1s an
understatement to say that many aspects of Her part mn the avatanc Yoga have
remamed unrecogmsed Even Her early wntmgs, Judged agamst Her realisations m
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later years, deserve a whole new analysis m order to discover the nchness of Her
Yoga even at that stage In 'The Marvellous Attempt' Deshpande quotes one of the
many astoundmg passages from Her early wntmgs, the Prayers and Medtatons.
"The body of the awakened consciousness was the terrestnal globe movmg harmo
mously mn ethereal space And the consc10usness knew that its global body was thus
movmg m the arms of the umversal Bemg, and 1t gave Itself, 1t abandoned itself to It
1n an ecstasy of peaceful bliss Then 1t felt that its body was absorbed mto the body of
the umverse and one with 1t, the consc10usness became the consciousness of the
umverse, immobile 111 its totality, movmg mfm1tely m its mternal complexity .."
p 233)

Also Included mn the third part of Sr Aurobndo and the New Mllennum 1s an
article 'The Mmnd of LightA Bref Note' Thus note about an extremely significant
development mn Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother's Yoga, at the cnt1cal moment when
Sn Aurobmdo voluntanly left his body, 1s very important Anyone who 1s knowl
edgeable mn Aurobmndonana knows K D Sethna's articles on the topic Deshpande,
co-editor w1th Nrrodbaran of Amal-Karan, Poet and Crtc, not only complements
Sethna's views but also dares to dsagree with them K D Sethna's oeuvre 1s
gigantic, and so 1s and will remamn, deservedly, his influence among the followers and
students of Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother I thmk he would be the last to claim
mnfalhb1tty on any subject except his personal expenence, and 1t seems to me that his
thnkmng about the Mmnd of Light 1s one of the subjects he studied which requires a
new analysis Deshpande's 'bref note' 1s a step m thus direct1on

"Can we say that the Mother's work of physical transformation 1s a tnumph?"
the author asks ''There are people who express doubts about 1t, maintamnmng that both
she and Sn Aurobmdo had promised 1t here and now, at this particular mstance m our
own lifetime, and not on some other day mn the distant future ... Naturally, therefore,
the answer would also be mn the manner of the physical mmd passmg Judgement on
matters beyond its domain, matters that are deeply occult-spiritual Both lack percep
t1on and hence can be eas1ly 1gnored to carry on the work These need another vus1on
and another observant intuition born of a wide lummous knowledge that comes only
by 1dent1f1cat1on with the spmt of thmgs.'' (p. 235) Here we hear the vo1ce of an R.
Y. Deshpande who dares to speak out boldly One may hope that m this way too, just
as 1n the wide range of his knowledge and mterests, he will be K D Sethna's worthy
successor at the helm ofMother India For the mtegral Yoga 1s not only bhakt and
karma, but knowledge, 1nana, too. And knowledge can only blossom mn a sprt, 1n an
atmosphere of open-mmdedness Were there ever two more open-mmded bemgs than
Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother?

Another mterestmg essay 1s the one on Sn Aurobmdo's 'Physical Transforma
tion-The Early Begmnmgs' 'It 1s perhaps not very wrong to say that the process of
the last dec1srve phys1cal transformation mn Sr1 Aurobmdo's sadhana began sometime
m the m1d-th1rt1es," wntes Deshpande. (In this sentence, I would like to see 'the last'
qualified, as the Mmnd of Light, also actmg m the physical, seems to have been a later
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realisat10n-and there may have been many realsattons we will never know about )
Then Deshpande puts together the facts, especially those mentioned m Sn
Aurobmndo's correspondence with NIrodbaran, the marvellous autobiographic poems
wntten by Sn Aurobmndo mn and after 1935, and the autob10graphic matenal m
Savtr One of the ments of this essay 1s that 1t stresses the factuality of the 'poetic'
expenences descnbed by Sn Aurobmndo mn h1s poems and mn Savtr. Not only s th1s
spmtual poetry of the highest quality, 1t 1s also based on a spmtual and supramental
reahsat10n never accomplished before

In the last part of Sr Aurobndo and the New Mllennum, R Y Deshpande has
collected eight occasional pieces of hsreviews, Introductionsthat throw a ray of
hght on the topics mentioned above All of these articles are mterestmg m thelf own
night His review of K. D Sethna's The Vsion and Work of Sr Aurobndo 1s a
touchmg homage to the great poet, scholar, l1tterateur and, last but not least, d1sc1ple
of the mtegral Yoga-as an author always remarkable for hus 'clarty and penetra
trveness and power of expos1t1on set ma vanety of keys and pomted ma multitude of
d1rections." (p 266) "The vanety of topics m this 'little' book," wntes Deshpande
mn hus review, ''Is Indeed very amazing and encompasses spiritual, yogre, philosoph1
cal, literary, social-political aspects with the stamp of an mterpretat1ve thmker, even
at times of a manzslu, somethmg which comes only from concrete contact with a
radiant presence" (Ibid ) All who know K D Sethna and his oeuvre will agree with
this As the present review of Deshpande's book tnes to make clear, his whole effort,
ava1ling 1tself of hs many talents, cons1sts mn following the example set by his excep
tional predecessor, without suppressmg his own talents, personality and asp1rat10n

In some of the last articles m the book under review, we hear also the vo1ce of
the learned phys1c1st who 1s R. Y. Deshpande, familiar to those who have regularly
read hs articles mn Mother Inda. ''In recent tmmes people have made great clams
about physics entering mto the domam of mysticism There are perhaps reasons for
believmg 1t to be so. When we look at certam formulations of sc1entif1c theones we
immediately discern a change m the1r tone and manner The harsh matenalism of
yesteryears has disappeared and 1t has now made happy room for newer fresher ideas
and concepts. A defm1te plasticity has undoubtedly entered mn our way of thmkmg
But we should also remember that, mn the stnctest sense, scientific formulations
pertain to profess1onal problems and to draw conclusions that go far beyond the1r
operative domam may not be qmte legitimate." (p. 300) " what has to be def1mtely
regretted are the unholy extensions of the fmndmngs of science beyond the operative
domam of science . '' (p 304)

Let us now fmally, ma post-modem way tum to R. Y. Deshpande's mntroductuon
to hus Sr Aurobndo and the New Mllennium: 'Ind1an Renaissance and Future of the
World' This is much more than just an introduction 1t 1s an important and very
outspoken essay about the present srtuatuon of India, as 1t 1s an essay that at once
takes its place mn the tradition of K D. Sethna's polemical wntmgs, until 1950 often
directly under Sr Aurobmndo's mnsp1rat1on, mn Mother Inda
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The question put mn 1t 1s quite smmple what are the trad1tonal Ind1an values
worthy or capable of bemg ass1m1lated by today's generations, and what 1s there of
value mn the Western way of hvmg which 1s now floodmg India, as 1t 1s floodmg the
whole globe? It 1s generally bemg felt, more and more, that this 1s an age of trans1
t1on-not only locally, not only mn one culture here or there, but on the whole planet
humankmnd 1s bemng subjected to a fundamental, totally d1sorentmng change for which
nobody has any explanation People do not know where they are standmg any longer,
they lose their sense of 1dentuty, and they do not know where they are gomg or what
tomorrow will bnng them If this may have been part of the human cond1t1011 111d1V1-
dually all through history, the present upheaval 1s shakmg humamty as a whole

·'What 1s our natonal swadharma, our bas1c dharma, the character of our mnner
bemg that must come out and assert 1tself 111 every walk of hfe?" (p 34) Deshpande
1s nor the only one to ask this question The trad1t1onal answers are no longer
sat1sfymg. as one can learn from the reflect1ons of the younger generation and stull
more as one can see m thelf lifestyle
'The Ind1an spurt has a certamn unuversalty which 1s 1ts strong mer1t and 1t 1s

that we must uphold and promote. This umversahty lives 111 freedom 111 whch 1t
chenshes all the noble values of hfe and existence Not that there were no sectanan
wars and harsh conflicts between different groups and followers of dferent creeds

- and faiths There are prevalent even today -d1scnmmatory ~ocial class customs. the
low-caste members are at places debarred from temple entry. But these are unaccep
table d1stort1ons and they have nothmng to do with the Indian spmt of dharma which 111
its enlightened cathohc1ty does embrace every mode of God-approach and every
aspect of the plenteous One. Liberty, fratermty, equahty are already assumed 111 1t and
the pursmt 1~ of the ever-growmg noble and the vast That 1s true India" (p 28) Yes,
but what do the younger, articulate people thmk of 1t, supposmg they feel the effort
worthwhile to look back before yesterday and forward past tomorrow?

The more one tnes to keep up with the present evolut1011 and to analyse 1t, the
mo1e 1t becomes clear that there 1s only one answer to the prevalent confus1on the
answer given by Sn Aurobmndo and the Mother I am aware that thus sounds rather
sectanan from a person who 1s a professed disciple and who wntes these Imes for a
penod1cal published by their Ashram Yet, the views of Sn Aurobmdo and the
Mother are time and agam stnkmgly confirmed by the commng about of so much they
have foretold, for instance, the unificatuon of humankmnd, the mevrtablty and even
necessity of the transformmg upheaval<; humamty 1s subject to at present. and the
collapse of Lemmst-Stahmst Commumsm

Also R Y Deshpande's analys1s of the crucial theme of his essay 1s, of course.
Aurobmndon1an He 1s here extremely outspoken, even polemical. and questions the
pos1tons of vanous esteemed authortes, such as Jawaharlal Nehru, Mohandas K
Gandhi and Amartya Sen, with darthke questions and comments He wnte~ ''The
unfortunate thmg 1s that 111 the declme of the age we have forgotten these bas1c truths
[of the Gita] and we pnde ourselves 111 followmg truths that are not apphcable to us,
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we do not recogmse our swabhava and we do not follow swadhanna, the law of
nghteous conduct that promotes every ment of this world as much as the celestial
gam In fact, the ent1re stress should be on the growth of the soul and its expression
We have to recover the lost contact with the mexhaustible source of dynamic creati
vity and hve more and more m 1t" (p 13)

However true, a statement l1ke th1s has to be made mtelhg1ble, mterestmg,
concrete, practical and practicable for the young adults throughout India shaken by
the wmds of change The Aurobmdoman v1ewpomt 1s as large as hfe, and thus 1t has
to be presented to those whose soul 1s sufficiently developed to reverberate to 1t
R Y Deshpande's beautifully published Sr Aurobndo and the New Mllennum 1s
one of the hterary vehicles representmg an effort m that directnon The present
'associate editor' of Mother Inda 1s totally devoted to the Cause, broad-mmded and
widely knowledgeable May he steer the 'monthly review of culture' mn thus spirit, and
may he write about the many stimulating top1cs mn thus collect1on of essays and
articles m many future works to which we are lookmg forward
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A TRIBUTE
MRS RITA DUTTA, wIfe of our beloved doctor D1lip Dutta, who 1s one of the trustees
of the Sn Aurobmndo Ashram, passed away on 25th Apnl 2000 at about 9 a m at her
residence in Pondicherry She had suffered from metastatic lung cancer for approx1
mately a year She was born on 5th September 1937 She lived in the Ashram with
her husband and children from December 1966.

She was a loving sister to all of us in the Ashram We are deeply moved by her
demise. Her sweetness, as well as her modesty, attracted the hearts of all to whom she
was close

As soon as I saw her body, lying in profound silence, at once I remembered Sn
Aurobmndo's words:

"For the spmtual seeker death is only a passage from one form of hfe to
another, and none is dead but only departed "

Her calm body seemed to suggest a plgnm soul marching towards a greater
destiny

We offer our deep sympathy to Dihp-da

NILIMA DAS

RITA-DI was a figure of, to use Shakespeare's phrase, "grac10us silence" ,--qmet,
noble, anstocratic She was a lady of few words and always from her heart flowed
smiling sweetness Even dunng her termmal illness she used to make inqumes about
people and show her concern for them

Dunng the last sixty years from Arjava to Rita-di there have been a number of
deaths in the Ashram due to the same dreaded cause,--of inherent malignancy that is
present in our physical nature It appears that more and more the physical nature
opens to the act10n of higher force and lght greater is the resistance for change Yet,
as Sn Aurobmndo puts it in Sav1tn, "Our body's cells must hold the Immortal's
flame '' (p 35) If a pnze has to be paid for this sadhana of the physical, these bemgn
souls have really done that in a silent way Our prayer to the Mother is ''Let the
body's cells open more and more to her peace; let her peace and JOY be established in
them'' In remembrance of Rita-di let us mvoke the Mother's peace and presence in
the phys1cal

R Y. Deshpande
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Students' Section

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF GRAVITY

Introduction

GRAVITY, of all known basic forces mn nature, 1s the most em1gmatuc and universal
Universal simply because we always keep our feet on the earth, and mn the eruption of
volcanoes or the change mn tdes, the motion of our moon around our earth and the
planets around the sun, the formation of stars, galaxies and clusters of galaxies, and
the d1str1but1on of matter mn the universe everywhere the same phenomenon 1s at
work Enigmatic, because to thus day we have not been able to explamn 1ts mecham1sm.

I have named my article 'The Lighter S1de of Gravity'' because, without going
mnto technicalities and high-powered maths, I will try to give you an ms1ght mnto th1s
strange force of nature.

Gravity has always occupied the best of mmds, from Anstotle, Gahleo, Newton
to Emstem

From the Apple to Apollo 11

From Aristotle to Newton
Anstotle was a pup1l of Plato, and the tutor of Alexander the Great Whereas

Alexander's emptre crumbled not long after hs death, Aristotle's philosophy cont1
nued to dommate Europe for several centunes. nght through the Middle Age~, and
later his science came to acqmre the authonty of the Roman Cathohc Church behmd
1t Today, mn the age of modern science, we fmd Anstotle's approach strange and
difficult to grasp Yet, when seen agamst the background of Greece 1n 350 BC, 1t
reflects a highly systematic attitude.

One of Anstotle's ideas that took firm root m European culture was the not1on of
a fixed earth amidst a revolvmg cosmos Tlus geocentnc theory later became a
relgous dogma, which received 1ts first mayor challenge mn the work of Copernicus 1n
the 16th century. In the hehocentnc theory of Copernicus 1t 1s the sun that 1s the fixed
centrepiece around which all planets mcludmg the earth move Anstotle also mam
tamed that gravity causes a heavy obJect to fall faster than a hght one.

It was not until the 17th century that a senous challenge to Anstotle's ideas was
posed The man to do so was Gahleo Gahle1, mathematician and philosopher to the
Grand Duke of Florence Gahleo's genms lay not so much mn mathemat1cs and
philosophy but mn clever experimental demonstrations to support his arguments Not
only did he defend the Copernican system, he also attacked the very foundat10ns of
Anstotehan natural phtlosophy Because of his demonstrat10ns Gahleo may be said to
have pioneered the spurt of experiment mn modern science

490
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The Legend of the Apple
Apples have played a promment role in many legends, myths and fairy tales. It

was the forbidden apple that became the source of temptat10n to Eve and 1t ultimately
brought God's displeasure upon Adam. It was the apple of discord that led to the
launchmg of a thousand ships and the long Troyan War. It was the p01soned apple that
klled Snow Whte, and so on.

For phys1c1sts, however, the most important apple legend concerns the apple that
fell m an orchard mn Woolsthorpe, 1n Lincolnshire, England, 1 the year 1666. This
particular apple put Isaac Newton ''mnto a profound med1tat1on upon the cause, which
draws all bodies m a hoe, which, 1f prolonged, would pass very nearly through the
centre of the earth.''

The quotation 1s from Volta1re's Phlosophe de Newton, published 1n 1738,
which contams the oldest known account of the apple story This story does not
appear mn Newton's early biograph1es, nor 1s 1t mentioned mn hs own account of how
he thought of universal gravitation. Most probably 1t 1s a legend.

One has to admire a genus hke Newton who could meditate on such an event
and come up with the law of grav1tat10n The legend also has 1t that Newton's
meditations on the question ''Why dud the apple fall?' led hmm eventually to the
mverse-square law of grav1tatlon Newton's answer to this quest10n-"because the
earth attracted 1t' '-1s more profound than 1t appears to be at first sight, for 1t not only
resolves the mystery of the fallmg apple but helps resolve a number of long-standing
questions about our solar system

What s the Law of Gravitaton?
Stated m simple words, the law of gravrtaton tells us that the force of attraction

between any two matenal bodies mcreases m direct proportion to the product of their
masses and decreases m mverse proportion to the square of the distance separatmg them
Because of gravity's d1mm1shung influence, thus law 1s often referred to as the n
verse-square law

The term mass 1s defined as the quantity of matter 1n a body ; 1t 1s also a measure
of 1ts mnerta. We now fmd m the law of gravity another meamng ascnbed to it. mass
is a measure of how strongly a body can exert grav1tat1onal force on other bodies and
also a measure of how susceptible a body 1s to the gravitational influence of other
bodies Gravity plays a neglgble role mn the behaviour of atoms and molecules which
have very small masses, whereas 1t becomes an important force m astronomy, a
subject dealing with heavenly bodes of very large masses

At thus pomnt 1t 1s worth asking ''Why should gravity be important m astronomy
and neglgble m atom1c physics, when the distances are large m the former and small
1n the latter ?' The answer 1s that, although according to the 1verse-square law the
force of gravity should be strong at atomic distances, 1t 1s overshadowed by other
forces of nature that are considerably more powerful. For example, the force of
electncal attract10n between the electron and the proton mn the hydrogen atom 1s
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estimated to be somethmng hke ten-thousand bill1on bull1on bull1on bull1on (100) times
the force of their grav1tat1onal attraction I Inside the nucleus of the atom, the nuclear
forces are even stronger than the electncal force The atomic phys1c1st, therefore,
nghtly ignores gravty mn these calculations

In astronomy, however, none of the other compet10g forces of nature are able to
challenge gravity. The nuclear force 1s a short-range force, its effect dies out beyond
distances of a thousand billionth of a cm! The electncal force does have a long range,
however, as the heavenly bodies are electncally neutral, the electncal force of attrac
t1on 1s zero

Newton argued, on the basis of the law of grav1tat1on, that the apple fell because
1t was attracted by the earth's grav1tat1onal pull But how did he amve at the form of
the inverse-square law of attraction? Surely, 1f the purpose of the law was to expla10
only the fall10g of the apple, then 1t could be served by any law of attract10n' In fact,
what led Newton to the 10verse-square law was not the need to expla10 the fall10g of
the apple, but the need to explamn a much bigger phenomenon-the motion of planets
and satellites 10 the solar system

Who First Thought of Gravtaton?
Newton was not, however, the first to have thought of gravitation As early as

the 15th century, some astronomers had the idea that a force of attraction mtght exist
between heavenly bodies and the earth. It was argued that the earth 1s be10g pulled in
all directions by a 'magnetic' force, but smce the force 1s the same 1n all directions,
the earth remamns at rest Two astronomers m the early part of the 17th century appear
to have come close to the basic feature of the Newtoman law, as did Kepler, who
once actually considered the mverse-square force

The apple legend credits Newton with the idea of gravitation 10 1666, although
his first publication on 1t. a treatise called Propostons de Motu, was commumcated
to the Royal Society m February 1685, hus Prncpa Itself was published m 1687 In
the meantime, 10 1674, Robert Hooke published his work descnbmng the motion of the
earth mound the sun 1n terms of a law of attraction that decreased with distance
Hooke 1s said to have commumcated his ideas to Newton, who also had amved at
s1mular conclusions independently

Why dud Newton wart for so longnearly two decadesbefore publishing his
results?

It 1s argued that Newton was a perfect10mst and wanted to wait until he had
sorted out some problems with his theory One of the problems was a need for
mathematical proof that a sphencal body attracts others as 1f 1ts mass were concen
trated at its centre The other was an observational one It seems that Newton wanted
to want until relable estimates of the d1mens1ons of the earth-sun-moon system
became available so that he could test the correctness of his theory These came mn the
late 1670s It was only then that Newton felt confident of his law of grav1tat1on
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Moton ofPlanets
We have already seen how Anstotle's ideas led to the so-called geocentric theory

of the umverse, which assumed that the heavens revolved around the fixed Earth. The
geocentric theory, however, did not stop only at descnbmg the motion of stars The
motion of planets was considerably irregular To accommodate their megulanty the
Greek astronomers, Hipparchus and Ptolemy, made elaborate geometrical construc
tons to accommodate such motions

The geocentric theory was challenged by Nicholas Copernicus by proposmg the
hehocentnc theory, which assumes the sun to be fixed m space and the planets to be
orb1tung around 1t mn circular orb1ts

The Copernican system received considerable opposition during Copernicus's
lifetime. Copernicus dd not see the published vers1on of hs book De Revolutonbus
Orbzum Caelestzum until he was on his deathbed. However, its impact on succeedmg
generations, though gradual, was far-reachmg

The Copernican theory was supported by Gahleo. It was, however, Johannes
Kepler whose pamstakmg observational work marked the next improvement over the
Copernican theory. Kepler discovered that the orbits of the planets were not circular,
as suggested by Copernicus, but elliptical Kepler arnved at the followmg three laws
of planetary motion

1. The orb1t of a planet 1s an ellipse with the sun as one of 1ts two foc1.
2 The radial lme from the sun to the planet sweeps out equal areas 1n equal

mtervals of time
3. The square of time taken by the planet to complete one orbit van1es 1n

proportion to the cube of the mayor ax1s of the orb1t.

Newton used his system of dynamics to describe the motion of planets pulled by
the sun's gravity His equations of motion relate the acceleration of the planet to the
force of gravity. Knowmg the planet's acceleration, can we calculate its actual path mn
space? To solve this problem Newton, gemus that he was, developed a new branch of
mathematics, called Calculus. Years later the German mathematician Le1bmz deve
loped a smmlar system and hs supporters clammed that hs was better. Swiss mathe
matician Johann Bernoulli set out to resolve the dispute by publishmg two problems
requmng Calculus After several months Le1bmz had solved but one When Newton
received the problems, he solved both within 24 hours, submitting the results anony
mously. Bernoulh then declared. "The hon 1s known by his claw." Commg back to
our d1scuss10n, the methods of Calculus enabled him to prove that planets move along
elhptical paths satisfymg Kepler's laws.

The law of gravitation describes not only the mot10n of planets around the sun
but also the motion of the moon around the earth and the mot10n of other satelhtes
around their respective planets
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Success of the Law of Gravtaton
Let us now review some of 1ts achievements
The law of gravtaton 1mples instantaneous action at a distance The force of

gravity between the sun and the earth is commumcated mstantly across a vast distance
of some 150 mlhon km. How 1s ths done? Why dud the attract1on drmmmsh accord
mg to the mverse-square law? Questions hke these troubled Newton's contemporanes
and his successors Newton attached more importance to the reqmrement that the law
should adequately descnbe observation than to speculate about nature's mystenous
processes leadmg to that law

Indeed, 1t was the successes achieved by Newton's law that estabhshed his
approach so firmly mn post-Newton1an phys1cs. The bothersome deeper questions of
how and why were relegated to the background by the successes of the mverse-square
law Let us look at some of its tnumphs

The first example 1s that of Halley's comet Like a planet, a comet also moves m
an elhptical orbit However, unhke a planet, a comet moves 1n a highly eccentnc
orbit As a result of movmg m such an orbit, the comet 1s perod1cally seen mn the
vcmnuty of the sun after long Intervals

Edmund Halley, a contemporary of Newton, noticed that comets are sighted at
regular mtervals, and argued that these were not different comets but penod1c v1s1ta
tons of the same comet Thus, for a comet that was seen 1 1682, Halley argued that
this was the same comet that had come earher m 1456, 1531, and 1607-at regular
mtervals of 76 years Halley predicted that it would be seen agam m 1758 This
prophecy came true, although Halley did not hve to see the comet's passage that year

Halley's comet came 1n 1986, agam as expected Now, for the first time m its
history, technology had advanced to such a level that several nations were able to
launch spacecraft to rendezvous with the comet. These spacecraft went close to the
comet and took pictures The launchmg and routmg of spacecraft mn such orbits could
be done so precisely because of the correctness of Newtoman laws

Perhaps no one 1fused more confidence mn the law of gravtaton than did Perre
Simon Laplace (1749-1827), the French mathematician Laplace's five-volume work
Mecanque Celeste, pubhshed from 1799 to 1825, has been compared with Ptolemy's
Almagest for its impact on contemporary astronomy In this work Laplace apphed the
latest mathematical techmques to work out the motions of planets and thelf satelhtes
under each other's gravitational mfluence The problem 1s extremely mtncate when
one takes mto account all the cross-mfluences of the eighteen bodies (then known) of
the solar system Faced with such a problem mn modern days, the mclmat1on of the
phys1c1st would be to 'put it all on a computer'. The success achieved by Laplace mn
solvmg this mammothian problem, and the resultmg agreement between his calcula
tons and the observations of planets and satelhtes, convmced the skeptics about the
vahd1ty of Newton's law of gravitation When Laplace presented his work to Emperor
Napoleon, he looked at the contents and asked Laplace why his book made no men
ton of God Laplace 1s sad to have replied, ''S1re, I had no need of that hypothesis ''
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The next tnumph of Newtonian theory came in 1845, when it was used in the
discovery of a new planet Two astronomers, Adams in England and Levemer in
France, came to this discovery working independently. Their work was based on the
megulanty that had been noticed in the orbit of Uranus, the then farthest-known
planet of the solar system Uranus was apparently not following the exact elliptical
orbit predicted by Newtoman gravity Both Adams and Leverner concluded that
megulanty m the motion of Uranus was caused by a new planet in its vicinity, the
gravitational pull of this new planet would be responsible for the perturbation of
Uranus's orbit. The two astronomers were able to calculate where the new planet
should be located. Adams approached Challis (Director of the Cambndge Observa
tory) and later Airy (Astronomer Royal) with a request to observe this planet. But
his several requests were ignored. Levemer fared no better with the leadmg French
astronomers However, his work was taken senously by Galle of the Berlin Obser
vatory, who succeeded m observing and locating the new planet Neptune. The story
has it that the Director was on leave celebrating his birthday and Galle, a younger
astronomer, happened to be around when Leverner's request came Had the Director
been present he perhaps might not have been sympathetic to it. The Neptune episode
illustrates the fact that, if a scientific theory follows the nght Imes, apparent dis
agreement with 1ts predictions can lead to new scientific discoveres It also tells us
that senor scientists should take their jun1or colleagues serously'

While these three examples relate to the solar system, our fourth and last
example deals with artfic1al satellites and spaceships These objectsbe they the first
Sputnik to go around earth, or the Apollo 11 mss1on to the moon, or V1king, Pioneer,
and other space miss10ns to other planets or the space mission related to Halley's
Comet-their motion is governed by the same law of gravitation that Newton gave
three centunes ago

For example, the Apollo 11 journey from the earth to the moon (and back') had
to take into account the following motions First, there is the earth's motion around
the sun and the moon's motion around the earth. In fact, we have a 'three-body
problem' in which each body moves under the gravitational pulls of the other two.
Next, the mot10n of the spaceship from the earth to the moon is governed by the
gravitational pull of the earth and the moon on the spaceship . This calculation of the
correct trajectory is complicated and can be done with ease only on a computer.

The accuracy of present-day space missions is considered to be a tnumph of
modem technology But more importantly 1t is also a vindication of the law of
gravitation, allegedly mnspired by a falling apple. It 1s therefore with some confidence
that we next consider even more remarkable manifestations of gravity m astronomy

The Tdal Force
Consider the following s1tuaton M 1s a gravatatung mass exercising 1ts force on

three point masses A, B and C located in a straight !me passmg through the centre of
M From Newton's law we know that M attracts all the three masses. We also know
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from the inverse-square law that the acceleration 1s largest on A and least on C, due
to their pos1t10ns The tendency of this force 1s to make all the three masses move
towards M. Now we wish to check thus tendency by applying an equal and opposite
force on B Thus force 1s not sufficient to counter the gravitational force on A but will
exceed the force of grav1tat1on on C The result 1s that A and C will move away from
B If A, B and C were connected to a stnng, the effect would be to stretch the stnng.
This stretching force 1s known as the tidal force

Consider now M to be the moon The earth's crust being sohd wouldn't get
distorted by thus tidal force, but where the surface 1s covered wth water, 1t 1s a
different matter Unhke the crust, water does move The effects are shown in the
motions of ocean tides The effects are strongest when the sun hes approximately in
the earth-moon hne. Therefore on the Full Moon and the New Moon tides are the
most spectacular

How Strong s Gravty?
Suppose there 1s a ball-throwing competition. The first thrower throws the ball

and 1t reaches a height of 30 m. M1hir then comes and throws 1t up to 98 m Then I
come and I throw 1t up to 1km! I come first of course' But the quest10n now to be
asked 1s. Is there a maximum height to which one can throw the ball? In other words,
will the ball always fall back on the earth or 1s there a chance that the ball will
overcome the gravitational force of the earth and be free? The answer 1s that there 1s a
mnmum velocity that wll carry the ball beyond the confines of the earth's gravity.
There 1s a mm1mum velocity with which when the ball 1s thrown 1t wall never return
to the earth This velocity known as the escape velocity 1s independent of the weight
of the object thrown. For the earth this value 1s 11 2 km/s or around 40,000 km/h
Therefore, 1f we have to launch a spaceship, we must launch 1t with a minimum
velocity of 11.2 km/s. For the moon the escape velocity 1s only around 2 4 km/s
Neutron stars hold the record for the largest escape velocity, around half the speed of
hght A neutron star 1s a very compact star· its dens1ty 1s a mllon bullion tmmes that
of water. A neutron star, as massive as our Sun, may be only 20 km in radms t One
mught now ask' Is 1t possible that the escape velo(:1ty equals that of the speed of hght?
That 1s, even hght will not escape the gravitational pull of the object Surely such an
object cannot be seen, but 1t can be detected by its strong gravitational pull. This 1s
our first encounter with Black Holes

(To be continued)

NISHIKANTA KHANDAI

(This article 1s based on the year-end talk gven mn 'Knowledge' 1n 1999)




